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Abstract 
The positivity of a bilinear functional a
N 
a(f, g) = Z "~mc(m)(f(m)' g(m)) 
m=0 
is studied as a function of coefficients 2,.. The concerned cases are those of Laguerre, Gegenbauer and Jacobi for 
c (') = c (°), rn = 1 . . . . .  N. The domain {2m}mN=l where a is positive definite, is given. As a consequence, when N = I, the 
corresponding Markov-Bernstein equalities are given. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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This paper constitutes the second part of a study devoted to the positivity of bilinear functionals 
using positive definite classical inner products, that is to say those of Hermite, Laguerre and Jacobi 
measures. The first part has solved this problem of positivity for the Hermite measure and for 
some other connected problems [5]. That study was the simplest one, since the domain ~ where 
the bilinear functionals are positive definite, is given by means of explicit equations which define 
its boundary. This domain ~ is polyhedric. It remains to solve the more complicated problems of 
Laguerre and Jacobi measures. We study them here. In these cases the domain ~ can not be given 
by means of explicit equations of its boundary when N/> 2, because this one is defined as a limit 
of a nappe of an algebraic hypersurface. The question was: does it exist a part of the domain 
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where some coefficients )~m are negative; the answer is the same as in the Hermite case: yes, when 
N>~2. When N= 1, 21 has to be strictly positive in @. But when N = 1, the successive values #~,,, 
obtained for the positivity with polynomials of degree n = 1,2,..., give the best coefficients of the 
so-called Markov-Bemstein equalities (see [1,9]). Except in the Hermite case and Laguerre case 
for c~=0 (see [9]) these values are not known explicitly, but we have given lower and upper bounds 
in the Laguerre and Gegenbauer cases, which gives the behavior of /&,  as a function of n. The help 
of Mathematica 3.0 [15] was very useful in that case for some tedious algebraic manipulations. 
For replacing this study within the framework of the Sobolev orthogonality, the bibliography, 
presented by Marcellfin and Ronveaux [8], is essential. 
1. Introduction 
In order to establish the general framework of our paper, we begin to study the general case where 
a bilinear functional a is obtained from two positive definite inner products. To find 
the domain ~n = {2 E •[a(p, p) > 0 Vp E ~n - {0}} is equivalent to solve a generalized eigen- 
value problem. Moreover the smallest eigenvalue #l,n of this problem which gives the boundary of 
the domain ~,  also gives the best coefficient in Markov-Bernstein equality. Our presentation is 
more or less different from that given in [9]. 
(resp. ~i)  will denote the vector space of polynomials (in one variable) with real coefficients 
(resp. of degree at most i). 
Let c and c (1) be two positive definite inner products and {Pi}i~>0 the sequence of monic orthogonal 
polynomials with respect o c. 
Let a be the bilinear functional defined by 
Vp, q E ~, a(p,q) = c(p,q) + 2c(1)(p',q'), 
where 2 is a real parameter and p' (resp. q') is the derivative of p (resp. q). 
/7 n p C ~, can be written as p = ~i=0 yiP~. Thus p' = ~i=1 YiP[ and we get 
= 2 ~ TK(1) " a(p,p)  yTK,,oY+ Y ,,-lY, (1) 
where y (resp.)3) is the vector of R "+~ (resp. ~") of components y ,  i = 0,. . . ,n, (resp. i = 
1,... ,n), K,,0 is the (n+ 1) × (n+ 1) matrix whose entries K,,o(i,j) are e(Pi, P;) for i, j=0  . . . . .  n 
J , ' ( ' )  c(')(p;,p~) (therefore this matrix is diagonal) and K (~)._ ~ is the n × n matrix whose entries ...,_ 1(i, j )  are 
for i, j=  1 .... ,n. 
Let K._I be the n × n matrix deduced from K.,0 in cancelling the first row and the first column. 
Then from (1) we have the following obvious result. 
Theorem 1.1. For a fixed parameter 2 E ~, then, Vn >>- 1 and Vp E ~,  - {0}, a(p, p )  > 0 if and 
only if K,,_l + 2K(~1)_ 1 is positive definite. 
Moreover, since K~)_)1 is a positive definite symmetric matrix, it can be decomposed by means of 
Cholesky algorithm as GnG~ where Gn is a lower triangular matrix. Therefore we have 
Kn_I  + 1 = C°(O; 'X . - - , (o .T )  -1 + T. 
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~l,'(~) is positive definite if and only if -1 T -1 , G~ K,,_I(G, ) + 21 is positive definite. Hence K. _ 1 + - .-. - 1 
Let #~,., i 1, ,n be the eigenvalues of  -1 T -1 = ... G .K . , _ I (Q)  with 0 < p~,.~<#2,n~< ""  ~<# .... Then 
we have another obvious results. 
k'(l) is positive definite i f  and only i f  2 > #L.. Theorem 1.2. K.,_ 1 -~- .~n,- 1 
Theorem 1.3. a is positive definite Vp E ~ - {0} /f  and on ly / f  2 > - lim.__.~ #l,n. 
Proof .  Since -1 a--1 G. Kn,_l(Gn) is a symmetric matrix, then from an obvious consequence of the 
Courant-Fischer theorem (see [14]) we have 
O < #l,n+l ~/21,n, n~ l. 
Thus the positive sequence {#l,n)n~l is decreasing and bounded. Then l im.~#1, ,  exists and 
l im.~ Pl,n >>.0. Therefore the result holds. [] 
From Theorem 1.2 we obtain the Markov-Bernstein i equality. 
Coro l la ry  1.4. 
1 
Vp E ~,  c(l)(p ', p') <~ "---c(p, p), n ~ 1. 
#l,n 
1/pl,. is the best constant. An extremal polynomial is p = ~"=1 YiPi where ~ is the vector deduced 
from an eigenvector (G~)p o f  -1 T -1 G n K ._ I (G.  ) corresponding to the eigenvalue #1,~. 
In conclusion, in order to define the domain ~n where a is positive definite for any p E ~n - {0}, 
we have to give the smallest eigenvalue of  G,TIKn,_I(G[) -1. Moreover the domain of positivity of 
a depends on l im.~ #1,.. To study the general case can be very difficult. In addition our aim is to 
give the domain of  positivity of  a for any N, N >/1, defined by 
N 
Vp, q C ~,  a(p,q)  = ~--~ 2mc(m)(p(m),q(m)), 
m=O 
where 20 = 1, A N ¢ 0 and c (m) is a positive definite inner product, Vm = 0,. . .  ,N, and p(m) is the 
derivative of order m of p. 
In the cases where the inner products e (m) are linked and the derivatives p(m) are also linked 
like for the classical inner products, it is possible to give some basic results about the domain of 
positivity as well as the #l,,'s. 
In [5] we have considered the case where c (°) is a classical inner product (Hermite, Laguerre or 
Jacobi) and c (m) is the classical inner product deduced from e (°) such that {P(m)}n>~m is a sequence 
of polynomials orthogonal with respect o c (m). In the sequel we will study the case where c (m) = 
c, m = 0 . . . . .  N, is the Laguerre, Jacobi or Gegenbauer inner product. 
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In addition to [5] we will give the Markov-Bernstein i equalities in that different cases. We have 
kept the notation C~ 1) used in [5]. 1 In the Hermite case C~ (l) was already known (see [9]). 
Coro l lary  1.5 (Markov-Bernstein i equalities). Let c (°) and c (~) be two classical inner products 
such that the derivatives of  the monic orthogonal polynomials with respect to c (°) are orthooonal 
with respect to c o). 
Let II" [](m) be the norm associated to the inner product c ('~) respectively for m = 0, 1. Then 
Vp E ~, - {0}, a(p,p)  > 0 if and only if 21 > - 1/C(, 1). Thus Vp C ~,, [Ip'llo)<<. /f£')llpll(o) 
where 
2n in the Hermite case, 
C~1) = n in the Laguerre case, 
n(n + a + fl + 1) in the Jacobi case. 
2. C lass ica l  inner products 
Let L2(~; #) be the Hilbert space of square integrable real functions on the open set Q C R for 
the positive Borel measure # supported on D. 
On this space we have the classical definite inner product: 
g) =- L f (x)9(x)  d#(x) V f ,  g E L2((2; #) c( f  , 
and the norm e(f ,  f )  = [if[[z _ fo /2 (x  ) d#(x). 
HN(Q; #) will denote the Sobolev space 
HN(~2; #) = { f  If(m) C L2(O; #), m = O, 1 .... ,N}, 
where the derivatives f(m) of order m are taken in the distributional sense. 
The definite inner product on this Hilbert space is 
N 
s( f ,g )  = Ec(f(m),o(m)), Vf  and g E HN(~;#). 
m=0 
The corresponding norm, denoted by [l" ]l,, is given by 
N 
[lUlls = IIf(m)ll 2 vUE HN(Q;#). 
m=O 
Now we consider the symmetric bilinear functional a 
a : HN(ff2; #) × HN((2; #) --~ R 
We want to indicate a mistake in [5]. ~Cm) = 2 m in the Hermite case instead of 1. Consequently Formula given in the 
same paper at the bottom of the page 173 has a version in the Hermite case, different from the Laguerre case, and that 
N(N+ 1) 
formula has to be multiplied by 2 - -T - .  Since c~m)= (n),, ~(m), C~1) = 2n in the Hermite case. 
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defined by 
N 
a(f ,9)  = Z,'~mC(f(m),g(m)), Vf  and 9 E HN(Q;#), (2) 
m--0 
where 2m, m = 0, . . . ,N,  are N + 1 fixed real numbers with 2o = 1 and ~-N ¢ 0. 
We look for the formal orthogonal polynomials with respect o a, that is to say, we look for the 
polynomials Sn, n ~> 0, such that 
deg Sn = n, 
a(Sn,x i) --= 0 for i = 0 , . . . ,n  - 1. (3) 
These polynomials S, will be called Sobolev formal orthogonal polynomials. 
Setting 34, = (a(xg,xi)fi,~lo, we have the following obvious result: 
Theorem 2.1. The formal orthooonal polynomial Sn exists and is unique up to a normalization for 
the leadin9 coefficient is fixed, if and only if the matrix M, is regular. 
Def in i t ion 2.2. The bilinear functional a is called positive definite on HN(Q; #) × HN(Q; #) (resp. 
on ~ × ~)  if, V f  E HN(Q;#)  - {0} (resp. ~- -  {0}), a( f , f )  > O. 
Theorem 2.3. The bilinear functional a is positive definite on ~ x ~ if and only if all the for- 
mal orthoyonal polynomials S,, n C ~, exist with a positive leadin9 coefficient and a(Sn, S,) > O, 
VnE ~d. 
Proof. (i) I f  a(S~,S~) > 0, Vn c ~1, then Vp E 3 a (degp =k)  we have p = ~=0 ~iSi and a(p ,p )= 
E~=0 a~a(S/,S,) > 0. 
(ii) For p = 1, a(1, 1) > 0. Thus if So = 7~ °) > 0, a(So, So) = (7~°))2a(1, 1) > 0. Moreover ~q is 
regular and detMl = a(So, S o) > 0. Therefore $1 exists. 
Let us assume that det M, > 0, i = 1, . .., n. Then S n exists. Let us write S, as S, = ~=0 r+'(')J* 
with 7~ ") > 0. Let us denote by X'n the vector of ~" of  components .(n) ),+ , f = 0 , . . . ,n -  1. ~fn+l is 
multiplied on the right by the following (n + 1 ) x (n + 1 ) regular matrix 
where In is the n x n identity matrix and 0n the zero vector of  ~n. Thanks to relations (3) we get 
a(So,x n) ' 
where A~ is the vector of  N" of components a(xJ,x'), j = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. a(S,,x n) = a(Sn,Sn)/7~ n > O. 
Therefore detMn+l > 0 and the desired conclusion follows. [] 
In the sequel we will study in which domain ~ of ~N /~ of components 2~,..., ~,N must be located 
in order to a be positive definite on ~ x ~ for some particular Borel measures # which correspond 
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Table 1 
Name Laguerre Jacobi Gegenbauer 
f2 ]0,+cxD[ ] -  1,1[ ] - 1,1[ 
1 
# x% -~ (1 - x)=(1 +xf  (1 -- X2) ~-~ 
k. n!F(n + ~ + 1) 26.n! r(~.)r(~.)r(6.-.) n21--2~-2"nlC(n+2a) 
6n ( r(an ) )2 Y(n+~+ l )F(n+o;) 
with c~.=n+a+l  
f l .=n+f l+ l  
£=~,+3. - -1  
1 Restrictions ~ > - 1 ~ > - 1, fl > - 1 ct > - 
to the Laguerre, Jacobi and Gegenbauer orthogonal polynomials (respectively denoted by L~, P~,~) 
and G~). We recall that the Hermite case has been already studied in [5]. We summarize all the 
useful informations concerning these three families of monic orthogonal polynomials in Table 1 (see 
[2,12]), where k. is the square norm in Lz(f2; I~) of a monic orthogonal polynomial of  degree n. 
Moreover we have the following relations for the derivatives of  these polynomials (see [2,12]): 
d 
= nL._l(x ), (4) ~xL~(x  ) a+l 
d ..D(o:+l,fl+l)[.. ~ P~'~)(x) = Ctrn_ 1 (A) ,  (5 )  
d 
- -  , t~rn_l(X ). (6 )  UxG2(x)  - 
3.  Mat r ix  in terpreta t ion  o f  some par t i cu la r  re la t ions  
Some particular staircase recurrence relations will be of a great interest in order to give a general 
expression of a(p,q),  Vp, q E ~.  These relations are (see [2,12]): 
c~+l Ln(x) = Ln ~+1 (x) + nL._ l (x), (7) 
p(~,t3)(x ) =P~+l'~)(x) + % ~.-1 I-~) 
2n(n + fl) ]o(a+l,fl)[.. ~
=P~+l '~) (x ) -  (2n+o~+f l+1)2  ~ ' - I  v~:, (8) 
p(=,13)(x ) 
6 (x) = 
_(o: fl/fl+l ) n(ct,13+l )z = P~'/~+I)(x) q-- e n ' rn_ 1 [x) 
2n(n + ~) .~(~ a+l): . 
=P~n~'~+l ) (x )+(2n+~+f l+ l )2  r"21 (x), 
a a+l 
Gn~+l(x)  -~ enGn_2(x  ) 
n(n-  1) ~+1 oF'(x) 
(9) 
(lO) 
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and are satisfied Vn E ~. (a)j, j E ~, denotes the shifted factorial: (a)j = a(a -  1). . .  (a - j  + 1). 
These relations are simple consequences of the orthogonality when the weight function is modified 
respectively by x, 1 - x, 1 + x, 1 - x 2. 
By convention we complete the set of the previous relations (7)-(10) by the following ones: 
__/-.~+1 = 0, ) L_k -- ~-k 
pC_~fl) =__kp(~+l,fl) =P(-~kfl+l) =0' / Vk>0,  (11) 
G~_k = G~_ +l = 0, 
Moreover the set of relations (4)-(6) is completed by: 
d ~ ~+l / 
~xxL_k+I = L_k, 
LD(~x, fl) __p(c(+l,fl+l) } Vk > O, (12) 
dx---k+l -- ---k 
d ~ ~+l 
~xG_k+l = G_k, 
For the sake of simplicity let us denote by P~, Vi c M, the monic orthogonal polynomials with 
respect o any previous inner product c, and by P-k,,, Vk and n C M, the vector of components 
Pj, j = -k , . . . ,  n, with the convention that Pj = O, if j < O. We will denote by ~P-k,,  the vector 
whose components are the derivatives of Pj, j=-k , . . . ,  n. When the distinction between the different 
families of orthogonal polynomials will be necessary, then we will use the notation L~ ~(~'fl) and -k ,n '  ~t -k ,n  
G~-k,, instead of P-k,,. 
Now, let us give some matrix expressions deduced from relations (7)-(12). 
Property 3.1. 
L~-k,. ~" ~'~+1 
l.~_k, nl.~_k,n ~ (13) 
• ( • , f l )  p(cff~+l,fl)~(c~+l,fl) p(0¢ fl/fl+l)~(c¢/3+1) -k ,n  ~ ~-k ,n  ~-k ,n  ~ a'~-k,n ~-k ,n  
_ 1~,(~, f i )~(~+ 1, f l+ 1 ) 
- -  ~- -k ,n~- -k ,n  
(14)  
(lS) 
G~-k,. m ~.+l (16) ~-k ,n  " - ' - k ,n '  
p(~/~+l,~) p(~,fl/~+l) p(~,~) and E ~ (n + 1 + k) × (n + 1 + k ) nonsingular matrices where E_k ,n ,  J '~-k,n , a'~-k,n , a'~--k,n --k,n are 
whose the entries ( i , j)  are in row i and column j, i , j  = 1,. . . ,n + k + 1" 
1 Vi=j ,  
E_k, . ( i , j )= i -k - l ,  Vi=j+I ,  k+2<. i<~n+k+l ,  
0 everywhere lse; 
1 Vi=j ,  
r'(~/~+',~)(i i~ e}~[~+ll'~) V i= j+I ,  k+2<. i<.n+k+l  L ' _k ,  n ,,*,d., ~ _ _ 
0 everywhere lse; 
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1 Vi=j, 
/$JfL”+“(i, j) = @f!~') Vi=j+ 1, k+2<i<n+k+ 1, 
0 everywhere lse; 
f 1 Vi=j, 
2e(a - P) 
(2e + E + P)(2L + 0! + p + 2) 
Vi=j+ 1, 
E?fi(i, j) = t 
with/=i-k- 1 and ldedn, 
4S(& - l)(e + a)(8 + p> 
-(2e+a+p>(ae+a+p+ 1)3 
Vi=j+2, 
with e=i-k- 1 and 2<Ldn, 
\ 0 everywhere lse; 
1 Vi=j, 
E”,,,(i, j)= e: = - '(' - ') 
4(f + aI2 
Vi=j+2, withL’=i-k- 
\ 0 everywhere lse; 
k+l,n+l, 
(17) 
1 and 2<d<n, 
(18) 
where yTk+l,n+l is a (n + 1 + k) x (n + 1 + k) nonsingular matrix obtained by multiplication of 
E-k,,, ( resp. E!?,$,E:,,,,) on the right by the diagonal matrix 6-k+I,n+I whose the elements are 
1, i=l,..., k, 
E- 
k+l’nfl(iii)= 
1 
i, [= l,_..,n+ 1 with i=k+e. 
G 
Proof. Relations ( 13), (14) and (16) are the matrix version of relations (7)-( 10) for the vectors 
P-k,,. Eq. (15) is obtained from 
E(a/cc+l,B)E(*+‘,P/B+l) = E~/fl;fi+l)E~~1.8+l). 
-k,n -k,n n 
From Eqs. (4)-(6) it is obvious that a vector p-k,,, can be written as the product of b__k+l,n+l 
and the derivative of a vector Ij-_k+l,n+l (but with modified parameters a, or c( and p). Substitut- 
ing the vector of the right part of any relation (13), (15) or (16) by this last relation, Eq. (18) 
is obtained. 0 
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4. The quasi-orthogonal polynomial R~ associated with P~ 
Let {Ri}i~>0 be a sequence of monic polynomials which satisfies the following conditions: 
degRi=i ,  ViE ~, 
d i 
dxiRi =i!Po = Pi, NPo, for O<~i <~N - 1, (19) 
d N 
dxNRi = (i)NPi-N = Pi, NPi--N, for i>~N. (20) 
Let R,, be the vector of components Ri, i = 0 . . . . .  n, and Dn, N be the (n + 1) × (n + 1) diagonal 
matrix (pi, N )in=o . 
The matrix interpretation of relations (19) and (20) is 
d u ^ 
dx N Rn = Dn, N~)-N,n-N • (21) 
d u Remark that Dn, N contains Pi, N = i! for i < N and that d--uRi = 0 and P_i = 0 for i < N. 
Using Eq. (18), Eq. (21) becomes: 
dN ^ T d 
~xx N'R, = Dn,NJ--N+I,n--N+I "~xP--N+I,n--N+I 
d/^ 
:Dn,NJTN+I,n_N+I "'' J~T_N+j,n_N+J dxJP_N+j,n_N+j Vj = 2,... ,N. (22) 
In order to simplify the writing of products with different matrices J ,  we will use the following 
notation: I-[x~ 1J_ j , , _ /=J_~, ,_g. .  "g--U+l,n--N+l in this order. I f />  N-1 ,  then I--[N~ ~ J - / ,n - j  will 
be taken equal to 1. Thus Eq. (22) is 
~xN'Rn=Dn'N ~ H g - i ,n - i ]  -~xjP-N+j,,-N+y 
\ i=U--j )l 
From Eq. (23) written for j =N,  we set 
R, = D.,N g--j,.--j Po, n. 
\ s=0 
Therefore, from Eqs. (24) and (18), we also have 
N--1 d u-/ ^ 
d--~z-_jR, = D,,N 1-[ J - i , , - i  P-N+y,,-N+/. 
i=N--j 
Vj= 2,...,N. (23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Definition 4.1. An n x n matrix A =(ai/) is a band matrix if agj=O, l i - j l  > h with h fixed (h E ~)  
and h + 1 < n. h is the half width of band. 
An n x n matrix A is a lower (resp. upper) triangular band matrix if ai; = 0 for i < j (resp. i > j )  
and i - j  > h (resp. i - j  < - h) with h fixed (h E N) and h + 1 < n. h is the width of band. 
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From the definition of the matrices j r ,  it is clear that (I-IU~ ~ j_j,~_j)-r is a lower triangular band 
matrix of width N in the Laguerre case, 2N in the Jacobi and Gegenbauer cases. Moreover all the 
entries of the last lower diagonal which is the border of the band, are non zero from the second 
column (the first column contains a unique non-zero entry in the first row). Therefore we have the 
following obvious property about the quasi-orthogonality of the R,.'s (see [2]). 
Property 4.2. In the Laguerre case (resp. in the Jacobi and Gegenbauer cases) the polynomials 
R~ are quasi-orthogonal of order N (resp. 2N) with respect to the Laguerre (resp. Jacobi or 
Gegenbauer) inner product. They are strictly quasi-orthogonal when i > N (resp. i > 2N) in the 
Laguerre case (resp. in the Jacobi and Gegenbauer cases). 
5. Matrix interpretation of a(p, q) 
Let p and q be two polynomials of degree n. Since {Ri}~>~0 is a basis of ~,  we can write p and 
q as 
p = (/~,)Ty and q = (R,)Tz, 
where y and z are vectors of ~,+l which contain the coordinates yi (resp. z~) of p (resp. q) in the 
basis {Ri}i~=o . Then 
dU_Y ( dU_ j ^ ~T 
d - -~p = \~Rn j  y 
N-I  
^ T 
= (P--N+j,n--N+j) H J - i ' n - iDn 'NY"  
i=N --j 
Let us define the ( t+ 1) x ( t+ 1) matrix Kt, j by Ktd =(c(Pi,PI))I~J=_j. 
(ki)~-J_j where ki = c(Pi, P~), i ~ O, and ki = 0 if i < 0. 
Therefore: 
f d x_j d N_j , (x -1  X-I 
ct, N I I  j_i, _i x ,N_j I I  
i=N--j i=N --j 
Finally 
N 
a(p, q) = ~ ~ic(p (i), q(i~) 
i=0 
= Z )~izYDn'N ~J--j,n--j Kn,i J - - j ,n-- j  Dn, Ny.  
i=0 \ j=i \ j=i 
From Eq. (27) a(p,q) can also be written as 
a(p, q) = y~ 2~Fz,,(y, z) = Fb(,),,(y,z) ~ "~i Fr,,(y,z)_ 
,=0  \ .r+,.°,y,z,/' 
where b(n) = min(n, N). 
Thus K,j is a diagonal matrix 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
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Setting Y = D~,Ny and Z = Dn,NZ, we have 
= K ( 1--lb(n)- 1Fr, n(y,z)  zT(ub(-nr)-1 J - j ,n - j )  w n,r\l l j=r J--j,n--j) Y 
- K +r rb<.>- I  (29) Xr+l.n(y,z) ZT(1-I~(=n]fl ' J_j,n_j) T n,r+llllj=r+l J_j,n_j)Y" 
Let U (r'n) (resp. u (r'n)) be the vector (I-I~2 -1 J _ j , , _ j )Y  (resp. (I-I~='] -1 y_ j ,  ,_j )z  ), Vr = 0 . . . .  ,b(n). 
Its components are numbered from 0 to n. 
1 
Let (K,,r+l)5 be the diagonal matrix whose entries are the square roots of the elements of K~,r+~. 
1 1 
The vector (K.,.+I)2u ('+1'~) (resp. (K.,r+l)~ v ('+l'")) has its first r + 1 components equal to zero. Let 
us denote by w (~+l'n) (resp. s (r+~'")) the vector of  ~"-~ which contains the last n - r components of 
this vector. From that and the expression of  J - r , . - r  we get 
Frm(y,z ) t. ,,(r+l,n).,(r+l,n) __ t~OUr u r + (s(r+l"n))TJn_rW(r+l'") 
Fr+l,,(y,z ) (s(r+l,n) Tw(r__l,n) , (30)  
where J ,_r is a (n - r) × (n - r) matrix. It contains the first n - r rows and columns of  the matrix 
Jn which appears in Eq. (30) for r = 0. 
Finally we obtain the following expression of a(p ,q )  
b(n) (b(f_il l...(r+l,n).,(r+l,n).Z.(r+l,n)~,,TT ...(r+l,n)'\ t~Ot-4 r U r t ~,3 ) dn_r~ | 
a(p ,q )  = Fb(.),.(y,z) ~i=0/~i k ~:i (~ l -S~~ ,]" (31) 
Remark that J .  is independent of N. Indeed, since the n last rows and columns of K.,I correspond 
to K.-1,0, we have 
T (:0 ) 
J o ,  ngn, o Jo,  n = I 0 1 
(Kn_l,O)~Jn(Kn_l,O)~ ' 
(32) 
which can also be written as 
1 1 T 
J l ,nKn- l , - l~,Cl ,n = (Kn-l,O )2Jn(Kn-l,O ) "5. (33)  
Remark that J .  is similar to - l  T -1 G. K.,_1(G n) obtained in Section 1. 
Therefore the matrices J .  corresponding to the different cases (Laguerre, Jacobi, Gegenbauer) can 
be obtained by using Eq. (33). 
In the Laguerre case (see also [9]), J .  is an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix: 
J . ( i , j )  = 
for i = j = 1 
kl 
~=1+o~ 
ki + i 2k / _  1 
i2 ki_ l 
0~ 
- -2+-  for i= j=2 . . . .  ,n, 
l 
for/- +l, = 1+/ -1  
for i = j - 1 the matrix is completed by symmetry, 
0 everywhere lse. 
(34) 
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In the Jacobi case, J ,  is an n × n symmetric five diagonal matrix: 
kl fi ko or i= j= 1, 
kz , 4(~ - fl)2 . . . .  
+ + 
ki_lki_ 2 ~- 4(~ - 8) 2 
k/ 
+~2~-2--- for i= j  > 2, 
t t¢~_l 
2(~ - /~)  k~l  . . 
J . ( i , j )=  ~ v '~0 for (t , j )  -- and (2,1), 
1 
- ~ ) ,  for i= j+ l  >2,  
- ( i -2 )2k~+l '~+l )Vk ,  3 fo r i= j+2,  
for i = j - 2 and i = j - 1 > 1 the matrix is completed by symmetry, 
0 everywhere lse. 
(35) 
ki is k~ ~'') in Eq. (35). 
In the Gegenbauer case (see also [9]), J, is an n × n symmetric five diagonal matrix: 
i2~i_1 for i : j  : 1,2, 
)2 ki_2 ki (eL1 for i = j  > 2, 
~ki~-l + (i -- 2) 2 ki-1 
J . ( i , j )  = e~_l ki-2 
~_2)  2 ~  fo r i= j+2,  
for i = j - 2 the matrix is completed by symmetry, 
0 everywhere lse. 
(36) 
From Eq. (32) and the definition of K.-l,0 and K.,0, we have the following obvious property 
Property 5.1. J. is a positive definite symmetric matrix. 
Property 5.2. I f  #i,n, i = 1, . . . ,n,  are the eigenvalues Of Jn, eorrespondin9 to the three previous 
eases, with 0 < l~i,. <~ . . . <<.# ... then l im~ #.,. < +cx~. 
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Proof. As an obvious consequence of the Courant-Fischer therorem (see [14]) #n,n~n+l,n+l,  Vn. 
Thus the positive sequence {/~,,},~>l is increasing. 
We use the localization of the eigenvalues given by the Gerschgorin disks. From Eqs. (34)-(36) 
it is clear that all the centers of these disks are at a finite distance and all the radii are bounded. 
Thus #,,,, is bounded Vn and the result holds. [] 
Remark 5.3. Relation (28) can also be written by means of Homer algorithm 
do= 1, 
di = 2i q- Fi-l 'n(Y'Z) di . . . ,  
F i , , (y ,z )  -b  i=  1, b(n), 
a(p,  q) = Fb(,),,(y, z)db(,). 
(37) 
6. Domain of positivity of a 
Let 2 be an element of ~N of components 2m, m = 1 . . . . .  N (2 N # 0). 
We want to find the domain ~ C ~N such that 
= {2 E NX[a(p ,p )  > 0 Vp E ~- -  {0}}, 
where a is considered as a function depending on 2. 
Vn ~> 1, ~ ,  will denote the domain of R b(n) such that 
~,  = {2 E ~b(")I a(p, p)  > 0 Vp E ~n - {0}}. (38) 
For any fixed p E ~, - {0}, a(p, p)= 0 is a hyperplane of Nb(,) such that the coefficients of the 
2i's are positive (see (31)). Thus this hyperplane cuts the axes of N b(") in the negative part. 
Let us begin to prove a property of 2N. 
Theorem 6.1. Let  Pi,,, i=  1 . . . .  ,n, be the eigenvalues o f  J, ,  (0 < I~,n <<, " "  <~#~,~). #~,~ is assumed 
to be bounded Vn. 
(i) If l im,~o~ #l,n =0 and / f2=(21,. . . ,2N) E ~, then 2 u > O. 
(ii) I f  inf, #1,, >~tc > 0 and i f  2i > O, i = 1 . . . . .  N - 1, then there exists ~ < 0 depending on the 
2i's, i = 1 , . . . ,N  - 1 such that V2N > t~, 2 = (2~,... ,2N) E 9 .  
Proof. (i) In Fx- l ,n (y ,y ) /FN , , (y ,y )  we take W (N'n) as the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue #l,n-U+l of Jn-x+l. The vector u (x'") of components ul u'"), i = O, . . . ,n ,  is chosen such 
_ (N,n) 
that u N_  (u,,~ =1 0, ui , i =N,  .. . ,n, being defined from the successive components of w (u,") thanks to 
the following relation: 
1 (0U)  
(K(n,N)) 5u(N'n)= w(N,n) , (39) 
where 0X is the zero vector of ~U. Then 
FN-I,n(y, y)  (w(N'n))TJn--N+IW(N'n) 
FN,.(y,  y )  IIw(N.°)IIg = #,.n-N+l, 
where I1 112 is the Euclidean norm of a vector. 
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Thus l imn~ FN-1,,(y, y)/FN,~(y, ) = O. 
Now we take the vector Y of W +1 such that 
Ul u'n) for i = N, . . . ,  n, 
Y '= 0 for i=0  . . . .  ,N -  1. 
Since u (r'") = I-IN~ 1 j - j ,n- jY,  then ul r'") = 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  r - 1. 
Therefore we get 
) a(p, p) = F(N,~)(y, ) ~ 1~i (w(r+l'n))TJn--rW(r÷l'n) (40) 
/=0 \ r=i IIw(r<" ll  " 
Each factor (W(~+~'n~)r&_~w(r+l'~)/llw(~+~'"~ll~ which is the Rayleigh quotient pJ~_r(W (~+1'")) (see [14]), 
is bounded by the largest eignevalue/~ . . . . .  _~ of J~_~. Since #~-r,,-~ is also bounded, then F~-I,~(y, y)/ 
Fr,,(y,y) which is the coefficient of  &_~ in (37), is also bounded, Vr = 1 , . . . ,N  - 1. Since the 
coefficient FN-I,~(y, y)/FN, n(y, y) of dN-~ tends to zero when n tends to infinity, du remains positive 
if and only if 2N > 0, and the result holds. 
(ii) The same technique with the same vectors is used in this second part. Thus we have 
Fx-l ,n(Y,Y) 
>/inf  /~l,~>~x > 0. 
FN, n( y, y ) 
Moreover, pj,_r(w (r+~'")) is such that 
0 > N,~11,n_r~pJ,,_r(w(r+1'n))~l-~n--r,n-r~ sup#n,n  < + OC. 
n 
Thus using Remark 5.3 
u-1 U-1 / 
Z~i tcN- - l - - i~dN_ l~ Z~i~sUp#n,n)  • 
i=0 i=o 
Hence if 2~ > 0, i = 1 . . . . .  N - 1, dN which is such that dN >12N -- ~CdN- 1is positive for any 2N > ~ = 
--~CdN-1. Thus the result holds. [] 
6.1. Case N = 1 
In the particular case where N = 1, the domains ~n and ~ are characterized by means of #l,n and 
l imn~ #1,n- We give lower and upper bounds of  #1,, in the Laguerre case, a lower bound of/~l,n 
in the Gegenbauer case, and the behavior of  an upper bound in the Gegenbauer and Jacobi cases. 
Theorem 6.2. 
~n = {/~1E []~,'~1 >--~l ,n},  
where #l,n is the smallest eigenvalue of Jn. 
Proof. From (31) we have 
a(p, p) = IIw<l'")ll 
/ 
\ 
koyo + m  (W(l'n))T Jnw(l'n) + j 
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The case where w v,n) = 0 is without interest, since p -  yoRo in this case, and of course a(p, p )= 
e(p, p )= koy~ > 0. Therefore we have to study 
_ _  (w(l'"))SJnw(l'~) 
41+ k0y  + >0 
IIw(',')l[ IIw',')ll 2 
that is to say, to find 41 depending on n such that 
{ koy~ (w(l'n))TJnw(l"n)~ 
41 >-  w,~,.~c~°-{o}min \ [[w(--~,'~[[~ + [[wl,.)[[~ ) .  (41) 
(wV'"))TJ.w(~'")/llw(l")][~ is the Rayleigh quotient pjo(w(1'")). It is independent of Yo. Therefore the 
minimum of the right part of Eq. (41) is obtained for Y0 = 0 and w v'') being the eigenvector 
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue #1,. of J.; this minimum is equal to /q,.. [] 
Now we give some properties about the smallest eigenvalue #1,,. A upper bound will be obtained 
from the value of the Rayleigh quotient which corresponds to a particular vector. A lower bound 
will be given in the case where the eigenvalues are the zeros of orthogonal polynomials. It is given 
by the first step of the Newton method with 0 as starting point. 
In the Laguerre case the eigenvalues of Jn are the one's of a tridiagonal matrix which corre- 
sponds to a Jacobi matrix of sequence of orthogonal polynomials. These polynomials correspond to 
co-recursive polynomials of the generalized Pollaczek polynomials (this fact was presented in the 
doctoral dissertation of P&ez [10] and in the paper of Marcellfin et al. [7]). See also [9]. 
Theorem 6.3 (Laguerre case). The eigenvalues #i,,, i = 1,... ,n, are the zeros of the orthogonal 
polynomials An(x) defined from the followin9 three-term recurrence relation: 
An(x)= (x -2 -~)An_ l (X) - - (1+ ~ ) n-  1 An_i(x), n>~2, (42) 
with Ao(x)= 1 and Al(x) = x - ~ - 1. 
These zeros are real, positive, distinct and 
3(~ + 2) - x/(e + 2)(~ + 10) 
#~,~=e+l ,  #1,2= 4 ' 
2 (~+ 1) 3 
< #~,, ~(~ + _ gnu>3, (43) 
n(n + 1) ~Un)p,(2p~ + 1)' 
n+l where Pn = [-5-] (['] denotes the integer part). 
~n 
22+~ 
(, 
2 \ ~-+--- ) ,  i f  ~>~2, 
i f  ~2 ,  
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I 
p. 1-c~+ +4ap:ln(2(2p'--2+a)) a 8 -2 ) ) ln (~)  
i f  ~<~0, 
p , ( l _c t+~)+4ctp : ln ( (2p , - l ) (2pn+~))  
\ (p. - 1)(4On + a) J - ~(8p.(a - 1) + C~(~ - 2)) 
p. l -a+ +4c~pZ. ln( (2p" ---1)(2P~--+c0~ 
\ (Pn - 1)(4p. + e) J - ~(8p.(7 - 1) 
+a(a - 2)) ln(4P" +~)  ifa>i~t., 
\2p .  + ' 
where ~. = --4pn 4- 1 + V/16p~ + 1, (1 < ~n < 2), is the largest zero of 8p.(a - 1) + a(~ - 2) 
considered as a polynomial in one variable ~. 
Proof. The first zeros #1,1 and /~,2 are obtained in an obvious way from (42). The first part is 
obtained from a classical property for tridiagonal matrices: 
A,(x) = det(x I  - J.) 
=(x-2 -~)det (x l - J . _~) - ( l+  
\ 0~ 
] det(xI - Jn-2). 
n- -1  / 
Since the coefficient 1 + ~/(n - 1) of An-2 is strictly positive, we can deduce that the eigenvalues 
of the positive definite symmetric matrix J. which are real and positive, are, besides, distinct. 
The zeros of A. being distinct real, those ' " ofA.,A., and so on, also are real distinct and are located 
between #1,. and ]~n,n. Thus A~ has a constant sign for x < #1,.. Therefore q~. = -A.(O)/A'n(O ) < ktl,n. 
Using Eq. (42) it is easy to verify by recurrence on n that 
A.(0) = ( -1 )  "(c~ + n). (44) 
n! 
Since 
A',(O) = - (2 + ~) A~'-1(O) + A'-1(O) - ( 1+ n -17 ) A'-2(0)' 
we get by recurrence on n: 
A'.(O) = ( -1 )  "-1 (n + 1)(c~ + n)n-1 
2(n - 1)! 
(45) 
From Eqs. (44) and (45), the lower bound of Eq. (43) is satisfied. 
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From Eq. (34) we get for any vector y E ~" 
yTj.y = Z Yi + Yi+l + n 2 k . _ l  Yn 
i=1 
.-1 { / i  + 0{ ~2 
Z ~g~-Y iq -Y i+ l )  + n.-I-0{ 2 
i= 1 n Y"" 
Let us choose the vector y such that 
,={,l,ii 1 
( - l y (2p , - i )  i f  p,<~i<~Zp,. 
Remark that Y,+I = 0 if n is odd. 
For the vector y given by (46) we have 
Pn Pn -- 1 
y2i = ~ i2 + ~_~ i2 -- pn(2p2" + l ) 
3 i=1 i=1 i=1 
The corresponding numerator of the Rayleigh quotient pjo can be written as 
" - '  ~-~ /2p , - ,+0{ )2 
Z( (V /~0{ j i - i -1 )  2÷ IkV -2 ; :7  j - j+ l  " 
i=1 j= l  
Let us denote by 4/ (resp. o'j) an element in the first (resp. second) sum. 
V/ :2 ~>(i+ 2)(1 ,2 Since x /~+0{) i=( i+ 2) 1 (2i+,)2 (2i+~)2), we get 
0{ 2 
~ = i(i + 0{) + (i + 1 )2 _ 2(i + 1 )~ + 0{) ~< 1 - 0{ + -~- + 
0{2(2--0{) 
2(2i + 0{)" 
In the same way we have 
1 
a~ = 2p, _ j ( (2p ,  - j + 0{)j2 + (2p, - j ) ( j  - 1) 2 - 2 j ( j  - 1)v/(2p, - j ) (2p,  - j + 0{)) 
'( / 2) <~ 2p.--~j (2p . - j  +0{)j2 +(2p . - j ) ( j -1 )  2-2 j ( j -1 )  2p. - j  + 
0{2) 
+J( J  - 1)4p. - 2j  + 0{ 
~(0{ - 2 )  4p2.0{ 8p2.0{ 0{(8p.(0{ - 1) + 0{(0{ - 2 ) )  
=1+ - - + - -  
2 2pn - j  4p, - 2j + 0{ 2(4pn -- 2j + 0{) 
(46) 
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Now we will use the following inequalities. Let a be a fixed real. If a + x > 0 for x E [~ - 1, k + 
1], ~',k E N, then 
+k+l_ [k+~ dx k~l 1 fk  dx a+k 
lna a+-~ a~ a--+x <<" <~ a--+x - In (47) = a~-i  -1 a+E- l "  
~'~Pn - -  1 Pn Therefore, in using Eq. (47), we obtain ~j=l ~z ~< (bn and ~j=l a i ~< hun. 
Finally 
]~l,n = min pj,(y)<~ [] 
YERn- - (O} pn(2p 2 + 1)" 
Remark that ~n = O(p,) and 7J~ = O(pn). Therefore #l,n = O(1/n2)  • 
When e = 0, Turfin [13] (see also [9]) gave the precise expression of #l,n which is 
#l,n = 4 sin 2 n 
2(2n + 1)" 
For any ~, D6rfler [4] gave an upper bound of 1/#],n in using the Frobenius norm of a certain 
matrix. But the entries of that matrix are wrong. Indeed the coefficient e which appears in his relations 
depends on k : c(k) = (1 + elk) -~/2. He wrote all the relations with a coefficient c independent of 
k. Therefore his upper bound of 1/#l,n is false. 
As a straightforward consequence of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 we get the Markov-Bemstein equality 
in the Laguerre case. 
Corollary 6.4. In the Laguerre case the following Markov--Bernstein inequality is satisfied. 
- - I lp l l -  
1 /n(n + 1) 
Vp - {0}, IIp'll <- - I lp l l  < V2 1) + 
1/ ~'fi~--~,~ is the best constant. 
An extremal polynomial is 
( l ,n )  
p = wi,______Ri, 
i=1 iv/ki-1 
,- (1 ,n )  ~,(l,n)~T /s the eigenvector Of Jn corresponding to the eigenvalue #1,n. where W ( l 'n )  : [W 1 ' "  " " ' " 'n  J 
Proof. The form of an extremal polynomial is a consequence of relations (41) and (39) with 
N---1. [] 
Corollary 6.5. ~=~+.  
Remark that this result could be obtained from the region of R which is a region of density of 
the set of all zeros of all An, Vn>~ 1 (see Chihara [2,3]). Since l imn~(2+~/n)=2 and limn--.~(1 + 
~/(n - 1) )= 1, then [0,4] is that region. Therefore a is positive definite for 21 > 0. 
Corollary 6.5 also is a consequence of Theorem 6.1. The assumptions of this theorem are satisfied, 
since limn__.~#1,n=0 and #n,n bounded Vn (Property 5.2). That implies, in the Laguerre case, if 2 c 9 ,  
then 2N > 0. 
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In the Gegenbauer case, the matrix Jn has five diagonals, but the two diagonals which are here 
and there of the main diagonal are zero. Therefore Jn can be transformed in a similar matrix which 
has a structure of 2 × 2 diagonal block matrix. Moreover the two diagonal blocks are tridiagonal. 
The matrices used in the transformation are permutation matrices V 0 (i ~ j )  which are such that 
{ V,j(t~,~) = 1 forf  = 1,... ,n, ~ ~ i and f ~ j ,  
V,7(i,j) = Vii(J, i )=  1, 
0 everywhere else. 
Of course V,y V/j = I. Thus Jn is multiplied on the right and on the left by such matrices having 
the same indices. They permute rows and columns having the same couple of numbers. Finally we 
get a [(n + 1)/2] × [(n + 1)/2] first tridiagonal block, denoted by ,TEq~l, and a [n/2] x [n/2] second 
tridiagonal block, denoted by J ig, where [.] denotes the integer part. We have 
kl 
for i= j= 1, 
1 k2i_ 1 (e~i_2) 2 k2i_ 3 
(2 i -  1)2k2,_~ + (2 i -3)2k2 i_2  for i= j  > 1, 
3 t~( i , j )  = e~i k2i-1 
(2 i -  1) 2 ~  fo r i= j -  1, 
for i ---j + 1 the matrix is completed by symmetry, 
0 everywhere else. 
Using the expression of ki, we get the following sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials for this 
Jacobi matrix 
zzli+l(X) = (X - -  ~ i )2 i (X )  - -  (~i2i_l(X), i~> 1, (48) 
with-40 = 1, .4~(x)=x-  1/2(a + 1), and 
1(  i+~ i ) (49) 
]~i : ~ (2i + 1)(2i + a + 1)2 + (2i + 002(2-7 q- 2~ --  1) ' 
i(i +o~-  1) 
6i = 4(2i - 1 )(2i + 2~ - 1 )(2i + ~)3(2i + ~ - 1 )' (50) 
/C2 
for i= j= 1, 
1 k2i (e~i_l) 2 k2i-2 
(202 k2/_~ + (2i - 2 )  2 k2i-1 for i = j  > 1, 
J[~ l(i' j) = e~i+l k2i 
(2i) 2 v/k2i+lk2i_l for i= j -  1, 
for i = j + 1 the matrix is completed by symmetry, 
0 everywhere else. 
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We get another sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials for this Jacobi matrix 
.4i+1(x) = (x - fli+½ ).~i(x) - 6+1.4~_~(x), if> 1, (51) 
with-40 = 1, A~(x)=x-  (2~ + 1)/(8(~ + 2)2); fl~+½ and 6i+ ½ are obtained from (49) and (50) in 
replacing i by i + 1/2. 
Remark that these polynomials hould be those found by P6rez in her doctoral dissertation [10], 
but she gave a wrong expression for 6i. See also [9]. 
Theorem 6.6 (Gegenbauer case). The eigenvalues /~i,,, i=  1 .... ,n, o f  ff, which are the zeros o f  the 
orthogonal polynomials A, 9iven by (48), are real, positive, distinct. Moreover 
(1 ÷2~)  (~)  
2n(2n 2 + 2n~ - 1)(n + ~) </21'" ~< ~n = O , n ~> 1. 
Proof. It is still obvious that the /2i, n's are real, positive, distinct. 
(i) For finding the lower bound, we will use the same technique as in Theorem 6.3. 
Using Eq. (48) it is easy to verify by recurrence on n that 
n! 
(--1)n(2n)!(2n -- 1 ÷ oOn" (52) 
Indeed Eq. (52) is satisfied for 41(0) = -1/(2(1 + ~)). If Eq. (52) is assumed to be satisfied up to 
the degree n, we have 
1 ( 2n+2~ + 2n ) (-1)nn' 
~]~+1(0)=-~ (2n+l ) (2n+~+1)2  (2n+~)z(2n+2~- l )  (2n) ! (2n-  l+~)n  
2n(2n + 2~ - 2)(-1)~-1(n - 1)! 
16(2n - 1)(2n + 2~ - 1)(2n ÷ ~)3(2n ÷ ~ - 1)(2n - 2)!(2n + c~ - 3)~_1 
= (_l)n+ l 2(n ÷ ~)2(n + 1)n! 
4(2n ÷ 1)(2n + 2)(2n ÷ ~ + 1)2(2n)!(2n + ~ - 1)~ 
2n( -  1 )nn! 
4(2n + ~)2(2n + 2~ - 1)(2n)!(2n + ~ - 1)~ 
2n(2n + 2~ - 2)(-1)~-1(n - 1)! 
16(2n - 1)!(2n + ~)~+2(2n + 2ct - 1)(2n ÷ ~ - 1) 
(--1)n+'(n + 1)! 
(2n + 2)!(2n + 1 + ~),+l 
On the other hand, we have 
~(0)  = (_ l )n_ ~ n!(2n2+2no~ - 1) n>~l. (53) 
(2n-  1)!(1 + 2~) (2n-  1 + ~),_~' 
^! 
A~(0) = 1 satisfies Eq. (53). If Eq. (53) is assumed to be satisfied up to the rank n, we have 
Z~tn+l(O) = (--1)" ( n+~ n ) 
(2n + 1)(2n + ~ + 1)2 + (2n + ~)2(2n + 2~ -- 1) 
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n!(2n 2 + 2n~-  1) n! 
x +(-i)" 
(2n - 1)!(1 + 2~)(2n - 1 + ~),-1 (2n)!(2n + ~ - 1), 
+(_1) , _  1 n(n + ~-  1) 
4(2n - 1)(2n + 2~ - 1)(2n + ~)3(2n + ~ - 1) 
(n - l ) !  2 (n -1 )z+2(n-1)~- I  
X 
(2n - 3)! (1 + 2~)(2n - 3 + ~),-2 
n! (n + a)(2n 2 + 2n~ - 1) 
=( -1 ) "  
2(2n + 1)(2n - 1)! (2~ + 1)(2n + ~ + 1),+1 
n! 1 
+( -1 ) "  - -  ((1 + 2~)(2n + ~) + n(2n - 1)) 
(2n)! (1 + 2~)(2n + g),+l 
n! (n + ~)(2n z + 2n~ - 1) 
=( -1 ) "  
2(2n + 1)(2n - 1)! (1 + 2~)(2n + ~ + 1),+1 
n! (n + ~)(2n + 2~ + 1) 
+( -1 ) ' - -  
(2n)! (1 + 2a)(2n + ~).+l 
(n+l ) !  2 (n+l )2+2(n+l )a -1  
=( -1 ) " (2n+l ) !  ( l+2~)(2n+a+l ) ,  
The ratio -.4,(0)/-d',(0) gives the lower bound. 
(ii) In order to obtain the upper bound, we will use the Rayleigh quotient p) of J , .  Its numerator 
is 
2 
i= I  
---- ~ 2(2i - 1)(2i + ~ - 1 )2 Yi - 2(2i + a)2(2i + 2c~ - 1) Yi+l 
i=1 
n- l+a  2 
-~ 2(2n - 1)(2n + ~ - 1)2 y"" 
Let us choose the vector y such that 
y~ = (54) 
(2p , -  02 for p,<~i<~2pn. 
Since Yn+l = 0 if n is odd, we can write this numerator as 
2 
2(2 i -  1)(2i + a -  1)2 2(2i + a)2(2i + 2~ - 1) (i 
i=1 
2p.--1 (,/ i+a-  1 
+ Z.  \V2(2 i  -- 1 )(2i + ~ -- 1 )2 (2p, -- i)2 
t=pn ( / )2 
-- 2 (2 i  + ~)2(2 i  + 2~- -  1) (2p" - 1 - i)2 
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~< 
Pn -- l 2pn-- 1 
i=l i=p. 
(i .1. o~ - 1 )i4 i(i + 1 )4 
+ 
2(2i - 1 )(2i + ~ - 1 )2 2(2i .1. ~)2(2 i  "1" 2~ - 1 ) 
i2( i  + 1)2v/2i(2i + ~)(2i -- 1)(2i .1. 2o¢ -- 1)(2i "1" ~ -- 2)(2i .1. 2~ -- 2) 
2(2i - 1 )(2i .1. ~)3(2i .1. 2~ - 1 ) 
i4( i  "1" C¢ -- 1 ) i(i + 1 )4 i2(i + 1 )2~O'i 
+ 
2(2 i -  1)(2i + ~-  1)2 2(2i + ~)2(2i + 2c~- 1) (2 i -  1)(2i + ~)3(2i + 2~-  1)' 
where 
2 i -  1 ,1,c~ 4 i -  4 ÷ 3~ . ~ i=g 4 i+~ 4 i~ 2 i -  1 +c~ 4 i -4+3~ 
In the same way we get 
(i "1" 7 -- 1)(2pn - -  i )4  i(2pn -- 1 - i )4  (2p , ,  - i )2 (2pn  -- 1 - i )2w i  
,~i ~< 
2(2i - 
1" m 
1 ) (2 i  .1. ~ - 1 )2 2 (2 i  ,1, ~)2(2 i  .1. 20~ - 1 ) (2 i  - 1 ) (2 i  -t- ~)3(2 i  ,1, 20~ - 1 )" 
The computation of a precise upper bound is so tedious that, firstly this work was made with the 
help of Mathematica 3.0 [15], secondly the expression of this upper bound using the same technique 
as in Theorem 6.3 is so long that it is unusable and we have preferred to give an equivalent as a 
O(.). 
~i~< 32-  32~ + 11~ 2 + qi 
128 128(2i - 1)(2i ,1, ~ - 1)(2i ,1, ~)3(2i .1. 2~ - 1)(4i .1. ~)(4i ,1, 3~ - 4) '  
where ~ is a polynomial in the variable i of  degree 7 whose leading coefficient is -211(~ - 2)(16 - 
24~ + 11~2). Then the sum ~i~l  I ~ can be represented as 
32 32~ .1. 11~2(p. - 1) .1. O(ln p.). (55) 
128 
32 - 32~ .1. 11~ 2 Pi 
128 128(2i - 1 )(2i .1. 0~ - 1 )(2i .1. 003(2i .1. 20~ - 1 )(4i .1. ~)(4i .1. 37 - 4) '  
where ?~ is a polynomial in the variable i of degree 7 whose coefficients also are expressions which 
contain Pn. Considered as a polynomial in the two variables i and Pn, /~i is of  degree 8. Since 
pn<~i<~2p~- 1, the behavior of P~ for large n is that of the set of  terms iJpS~ - j ,  j=0 , . . . ,7 ,  which is 
213( - - (16  - -  24~ ,1, 1 lo~2)pni 7 "1" (16 -- 48~ "1" 33~2)pZ~i 6 -- 4(--8~ "1" 1 lo~2)p3ni5 .1. 22~2p4ni4).  
~-~2pn--I ~i  is Therefore the behavior of  (7i is 32-32~+11~2128 + O(1) and the one of i= ,, 
32 - 32~.1. 11~ 2 
128 p~ .1. O(p,). (56) 
The denominator of the Rayleigh quotient is 
lp , (12p  .1. 45p3~ .1. 70p2, - 45pn - 22). (57) 
Therefore, gathering (55)-(57),  the result concerning the upper bound holds. [] 
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Theorem 6.7 (Gegenbauer case). The eigenvalues fi~,,, i = 1,..., n, of J, which are the zeros of the 
orthogonal polynomials A, given by (51), are positive, real, distinct. Moreover 
1+2c~ 
4n(n + 1)(o~ + n)(c~ + n + 1) 
Proof. The nature of the fi~,,'s is still obvious. 
(i) From (51) it is very easy to verify by recurrence on n that 
(2n + 2002" 
2.(0)  = ( -  1 )" 
24"n!(2n + o02.(n + a)." 
On the other hand, we have 
~, (n + 1)(2n + 2(X)2n_l(0~ + n + 1) 
An(O) = (--1)n--1 (n -- 1)!24"-2(2n + ~)2,(c~ + n - 1),_1' n>~l. (58) 
AI(0 ) satisfies Eq. (58) which can be assumed to be satisfied up to the rank n. Then we have 
~, 1 ( 2n+1+2~ 2n+l  ) 
A"+1(0)=-4  2 (n+l ) (2n+~+2)2  +(2n+~+l )2(2n+2~)  
(_1),_  1 (2n+2~)2n_l(n+l)(c~+n+l) 
(n -- 1)!24"-2(2n + ~)2n(~ +n - -  1 )n_  1 
(2n + 2~)2n 
+ ( - -1 ) "24"n! (2n  + ~x)2n(n -[- ~X)n 
+ ( - -1 )  n-1 
(2n + 1)(2n + 2o~ - 1)(2n + 2cz - 2)2.-3(n + oO 
(2n + 2~)(2n + c~ + 1)3(2n + ~)(n - 2)!24"-1(2n + ~ - 2)2n-2(~ + n - 2)n--2 
(2n + 2c~ + 2)2.+1 =(-1)" 
24n+2(n -- 1) ! (2n + 0~ + 2)2n+2(n + ~X -- 1). -1 
(2n + 1)(n + 1)(2n + 2c02,_l(~ + n + 1) 
+( -1 ) "  
(n - 1)!24"+1(2n + ~ + 1)2n+l(~ + n),(2n + c~) 
(2n + 2~)2, 
+( -1 ) "  
24"n!(2n + ~)2,(n + ~), 
+(_1) , _  1 (2n + 1)(2n + 2~)2.-1 
(n -- 2)!24"+1(2n + c~ + 1)2,+1(~ + n -- 2),_2(n + 7)(2n + c~) 
(2n + 2~ + 2)2,+1 
=( -1 ) "  
24n+2(n -- 1)!(2n + ~ + 2)2,+2(~ + n - 1)n-I  
(2n + 2c~ + 2)2,+1 
+( -1 ) "  
24n+ln!(2n + o~ + 1)2n+1(~ + n). 
= (-1)"  (2n + 2~ + 2)2,+1(n + 2)(~ + n + 2) 
24"+2n!(2n + ~ + 2)2.+2(~ + n) .  
The ratio -A,(O)/A,(O) gives the lower bound. 
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(ii) The numerator of the Rayleigh quotient pj of J .  is 
"-'[1 fk2i )2 
i=l Z1 V K2i+l 
"-' f l / i (2 i -  l + 2a) 
1 2n-1+20{ 2 
+8n (2n + ~)2 y"" 
1 k2n 2 
(2n) 2 k2,,-x Yn 
1 2i + 1 ~/2(2 i  + ~)(2i + c~ + 1) )2 
4 (2 i+0{+ 1)2V ~ T -~ i  7+-- ~-) yi+l / 
We do the same choice (see (54)) for the vector y as in the previous theorem and the numerator 
becomes 
P" - l l f /2 i+2c~- l i2~ 2 i+1 1)2) 2 
a  (Ti77); 2(2 i+~+ 1)2(i + 0{) ( i+  
2P°-' l [" /2i + 20{-1 2 ~ 2 i+1 )2 
+ Z a g)7 ( on--i)2-- 2(2 i+~+ 1)2(i+~) (2pn-  1--i)2 
l=pn 
Pn-- 1 ~7 i 2pn-- 1 ~ 
=Z +Z4, i=l i=p.  
(2i + 2~ - 1)i3 (2i + 1)(i + 1 )4 
+ 
2(2i + 0{)2 2(2i + 0{ + 1)2(i + 0{) 
i(i + 1)2x/i(i + 0{)(2i + 1)(2i + 0{ + 1)(2i + 0{ - 1)(2i + 20{ - 1) 
(2i + 2~ - 1)i3 
~< + 
2(2i + 0{)2 
(i + ~)(2i + ~ + 1)3 
(2i + 1 )(i + 1 )4 i(i + 1 )2gi 
2(2i + ~ + 1)2(i + 0{) (2i + ~ + 1)3(i + 0{)' 
where 
4 i -2+3~ 4 i+2+c~ . g i=~ 2i+0{ 2i+0{ 4 i -2+3o~ 4 i+2+0{ 
In the same way we get 
(2i + 20{ -- 1)(2p,, -- i)4 (2i + 1)(2p,, -- i -- 1) 4 
6i ~ "q- 
2i(2i + 0{)2 2(2i + ~ + 1)2(i + 0~) 
(2pn -- i)2(2p. -- i -- 1)2gi 
i(2i + 0{ + 1)3(i + 0{) 
The results of the formal developments are still obtained thanks to Mathematica 3.0. 
~i .< 32 - 320{ + 110{ 2 qi 
4- "~ 128 + 128(i + 0{)(2i + 0{)(2i + 0{ + 1)3(4i + 0{ + 2)(4i + 30{ - 2)' 
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where qi  is a polynomial in the variable i of degree 6 whose the leading coefficient is --29(0~- 
1 ) (16  - 24~ + 11 ~2). Then the sum ~/P'=']- l ~i can be represented as 
32-  32~ + 11~ 2
128 (Pn - 1) + O(lnpn). (59) 
6i 32 - 32~ + 11~2 /~i 
4-~< 128 + 128i( i+~)(2 i+~)(2 i+~+ 1)3(4i + ~ +2) (4 i+ 3~-  2)' 
where tz~ is a polynomial in the variable i of degree 7 whose the coeffÉcients also are expressions 
which depend on pn. In fact ~ is a polynomial of total degree 8 in the two variables i and p,. Once 
again the behavior of/~i is that of terms of degree 8 in these two variables: 
2~1(-(16 - 24~ + 1 lc~2)pni 7 + (16 - 48~ + 33c~2)p2~i6 - 4( -8~ + 1 lc~2)p~i 5 + 22~2p4i4). 
V "2p°-I 6~ is Thus the behavior of 6~ is 32-32~+11~28 + O(1) and the one of ~i=p° 
32-  32~ + 11~ 2
128 P" + O(p,). (60) 
The denominator of the Rayleigh quotient is still given by (57). 
Therefore, gathering (59), (60) and (57), the result concerning the upper bound holds. [] 
Once again the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied. Thus, in the Gegenbauer case, if 2 E 9 ,  
then 2N > 0. 
On the other hand we get the Markov-Bernstein i equality in the Gegenbauer case. 
Corollary 6.8. In the Gegenbauer case the following Markov-Bernstein i equality is satisfied 
1 
Vp C ~n--  {0), IIP'[l~<max ~ ~.o , ' - -  
where p, = [~!], Pn = [2] and 
Bn = 
Ilpll < gnl]Pl[, 
1 
( (n+ l ) (n+2~+ l)(n2 +2n(~+ l )+2~-  l ) )  + 2~) 
1 
(n(n + 2)(n + 2~)(n + 2~ + 2))2 
4(1 + 2~) if n is even. 
max(1/~ fi~l,;,, 1/x ~1,~. ) is the best 
An extremal polynomial is 
p = 
W~ l,n) 
i=1 i kv/~i-lRi' 
• - (1,n) where w 0'") = (w 1 . . . . .  W(nl'")) a~ 
min(/~ 1,po,/~ l,~, ). 
if n is odd, 
constant. 
is the eigenvector of Jn corresponding to the eigenvalue 
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Proof. From the lower bounds given for fi,,, and ,L& it is easy to see that 
2Pn(Pn + w$: + a4la - 1) i 
1+2rz 
if n is odd, 
4p”,(p”, + ‘)(~, + l)(~, + a + 1) ~ 
1+2a 
if n is even 
Replacing p,, and b,, by their respective values, we obtain the different expressions of B,. 0 
When a = l/2 and n > 5, Schmidt [I l] (see also [9]) obtained the following expression 
where -6 < R < 13. This value is better than our upper bound B,, but this last one is given for any 
a > - l/2. 
In the Jacobi case, J, is a symmetric five diagonal matrix (see (35)). We are only able to give 
an equivalent upper bound for ,u~,~. 
Theorem 6.9 (Jacobi case). The smallest eigenvalue pl,n of J, is such that 
n> 1. (61) 
Proof. Once again the Rayleigh quotient will be used to give a upper bound for ,Q, The numerator 
of this Rayleigh quotient is given by 
n-2 1 
W- 
i $Yi+ 
2(a - P) v%G = 
i=l I I 
(2i + a + p)(2i + CI + p + 2)“+’ - &$~~1;p+1)yi+2 ) 
2(a - PI 
(2n+r+p-2)(2n+a+/?)Y” 
where ki represents k,‘““‘. 
Replacing the ki’s and k,f:l%B+l)‘s by their expressions, we get 
n-2 
c(J 
2 
(i + a)(i + P>(i + cf + P) Yi 2(a - P>Yi+l 
i=l 
i(2i+a+p+ 1)(2i+a+j3- 1)2i+a+p + (2i+a+P)(2i+a+P+2) 
(i+ l)(i+a+ l)(i+p+ l>(i+a+p+ I) Yi+2 
(2i+a+p+ 1)(2i+a+p+3) (i + a + p + 1)(2i + c( + P + 2) ) 
(J 
(n+a- l)(n+/?- l>(n+a+P- 1) 
+ 2 (n- 1)(2n+a+p- 1)(2n+a+/3-3)(2n+ri1/3-2) 
2 
2(g - P> ) 
2 4(n + a>(n + P)(n + a + B) 
+(2n+cc+~-2)(2n+~+j?)y’ +n(2n+bl+j?+l)~(2n+a+P)y”2. 
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The same choice (see (54)) of  the vector y is still done. When n is even the sequence {yi}~< is 
completed by yn+l = 0. The numerator of  the Rayleigh quotient becomes 
p.--2 (5  ( i+c¢) ( i+f l ) ( i+~+f l )  i 2 (~--  fl)(i + 1) 2 
4\g i (2 i+~+f l+ l ) (2 i+~+f l __  l )Z i+c~+f l  +(2 i+~+f l ) ( z i+~+f l+2)  i=l 
_ ( i+2)  2 ~( i+ l ) ( i+~+l ) ( i+f i+ l ) ( i+a+f l+ l ) )  2 
( i + o¢ + fl + l )( 2i + ~ + fi + 2 ) ( 2i + c¢ + [3 +1)(  2i + ~ + fl + 3 ) 
(~  (P , - I+~)(P , - I+f l ) (P , - I+~+f l )  (Pn -1)  2 
+4 (p , - -1 ) (2p ,+~+f l -1 ) (2p ,+o~+f l -3 ) (Zp , -2+c~+f l )  
(2p, - 2 + ~ + fl)(2pn + c~ + fl) ( )2 
(p~ - 1) 2 p~(p~ + ~)(p~ + fl)(p~ + c~ + fl) 
- (p ,+c~+f i -  1) (2p~+~+f l )  (2)-~-~-~--fl---- i)-(2~-p~;-~+fi+ 1) 
2p.-i (~/  ( i+oO( i÷f l ) ( i+~÷f l )  (2p _ i )2  
+ ~-~4. \V i (2 i+~+f l+ l ) (2 i+°~+f l -1 )2 i+~+f l  l=pn 
(~ - f l ) (Zp .  - i - 1) 2 
+ 
(2i + c¢ + fi)(2i + ~ + fl + 2) 
_ (2P, - i -  2) 2 ~( i+ l ) ( i+~+l ) ( i+f l+ l ) ( i+~+f l+ l ) )  2 
( i+~+f l+ l ) (2 i+~+f l+2)  (2 i+~+f l+ l ) (2 i+o~+f l+3)  
4(n + ~)(n + [3)(n + ~ ~) )y2  
+ n(2n + ~ + fl + 1)3(2n 
pn--2 2p.--1 4(n + c~)(n + fl)(n + ~ + fl) 2 
= ~ ~i +~po_l + ~ o-i+ n(Zn+~+f l+ l ) (2n+~+f l )Z(Zn+c~+f l  - 1) y"' 
i=l i=p~ 
where y, = 0 if n is even and y= = 1 if n is odd. 
~i = 4(i + 0~)(i + fl)(i + ~ + fl)i 3 ÷ 4(~ - fl)2(i ÷ 1 )4 
(2i + ~ + fl)(2i + ~ + fl + 1)3 (2i + ~ + fi)2(2i + ~ + fl + 2) 2 
4(i + 1)(i + 7 + 1) ( i+  fl + 1) ( i+  0~ + fl + 1)(i + 2) 4 + 
(i + 7 + fl + 1)2(2i + ~ + fl + 2)(2i + ~ + fl + 3)3 
+ ~i + mi + % 
where 
8i2(i + 2) 2 / ( i+  1) ( i+  ~ + 1)2(i + fl + 1)2(i+ ~ + f l+  1)2 
~i =- '2 i+~+-+2"3" i+c¢+-+(p) (p  V 1) i( 2i + c~ + fl -1 ) (  2i + ~ + fl + 3 ) ' 
8(7  - fl)i2(i + 1 )2  [ (i + ~)(i + fl)(i + ~ + fl) 
o9i = (2i + c~ + fl)2(2i + °~ + fl + 2) Vi(2i  + cc + fl - 1) (2 i+a+f l+ l ) '  
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8(a - /3)(i + 1)2(i + 2)2 
zi = (2i + cc + P)(2i + a + p + 2)2(i + a + p + 1) 
(i+ l)(i+a+ l)(i+p+ l>(i+a+p+ 1) 
(2i+a+p+ 1)(2i+cc+p+3) ’ 
If CI < /?, we use the same inequality (concerning dm) as in the proof of Theorem 6.3; then: 
2(a - p)i(i + 1)2 
coi ’ (2i + cc + p)(2i + a + /? + 2)4 ( 
2i+a+j?- 
(a + B2 
2i+cc+p ) 
x 2i+x+p- 
( 
(01 - B)” 
2i+a+p N 
2i+a+p- 
1 
> 2i+cc+p . 
If fi < 01, we use the inequality Ji--u< 1 - t. Then 
2(a - p)i(i + 1)2 
Oi ’ (2i + a + p)(2i + cc + p + 2)4 ( 
2i+a+P- 
(a + P)’ 
2(2i + cI + p) ) 
x 2i+cx+p- ( (a - PI2 )( 2i+a+/?- 1 2(2i + cI + 8) ) 2(2i+ol+p) ’ 
In the same way, if a < fi we get 
2(c( - /?)(i + 1)2(i + 2)2 
zi ’ -(2i + CI + p + 2)(i + cI + p + 1)(2i + cI + p + 3)4 
2i+a+p+2- 
(a + P)* 2i+a+p+2- (a - P)* 
2(2i + a + j? + 2) 2(2i + 01+ /3 + 2) 
x 2i+a+P+2- ( 1 2(2i + cc + p + 2) > . 
If a > p, 
2(a - /?)(i + 1)2(i + 2)2 
zi ‘-(2i+a+/?+2)(i+cr+/?+1)(2i+cc+p+3)4 2i+a+P+2- 
(a + P)’ 
2i+c(+fl+2 
x 2i+a+p+2- 
( 
(a - P)’ 
2i+a+p+2 N 
2i+a+/3+2- 
Finally 
“’ -2(i+~+p:(i:?;.+fi+3) ( 
2i+a+P- 
(cf - P)’ 
5 2i+cc+p ) 
(a + Lo2 
)( 
(a - IQ2 
2i+cc+p 
2i+a+P+2- 
2i+a+B+2 
x 2i+a+P+2- ( (a + P>* 4 . 2z+a+p+2 )( 2i+a+P+1- > 2i+a+/?+l . 
We have similar expressions for Ci. 
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Thanks to Mathematica 3.0, we find that 
10 - 12~ + 5c~ 2+/~2 
~ ~< 
4 
%" qi 
4(i + ~ + fl + 1)(2i %" ~ + fl)3(2i %" ~ +/~ + 2)3(2i %- ~ %"/~ %" 2)3(2i + ~ +/~ %" 3)5' 
where qi is a polynomial of  degree 14 in the variable i whose the leading coefficient is 
-212( -32  %" 97~ - 104~ 2%" 42~ 3 %" 31fl - 64~fl %" 38c~2fl - 8fl 2 %" 10c~fl 2 %" 6fl 3) if c~ < fl, 
-212( -32  + 95c~ - 104~ 2+ 38c~ 3 + 33fl - 647fl + 4272/~ - 8fl 2 + 6~fl 2 + 10fl 3) if 7 > ft. 
Therefore the behavior of  ~-~;_n12 ~i is that of 
J (10 -- 12~ + 5~ 2 +/~2) (p .  _ 2)  + O( lnp . ) .  
In the same way we get 
10 - 12c~ + 5~ 2 %"/~2 
O" i
4 
%- ri 
4i(i + o~ + fl + 1)(2i %- c~ + fl)3(2i + c~ + fl + 2)3(2i + c~ + fl + 2)3(2i + ~ + fl + 3)5' 
where ri is a polynomial of  degree 15 in the variable i, and a polynomial of  total degree 16 in the 
two variables i and p,. Thus the behavior of  r~ is that of 
-217(4 - 8c~ + 5c~ 2+ f12)p,,i15 + 217(2 - 12~ + 15c~ 2 + 3fl2)pZi 14 
--219(5~ 2 %- f12)p3ni13 %" 218(2 %" 47 + 5~ 2 %" fl2)p4nil2 if C~ < /~ or if ~ > /~. 
Finally the term ~p,-1 <<,p,/2 + ( -3  - 2~ + 5c~ 2 - 6/~ +/~2)/4 + O(~) .  
Gathering all the results we have 
q~= 10-12~+5~ 2+/~2 p, 
4 (2p, - 2) + ~- + O(p,). 
Therefore the result (61) holds. [] 
The assumptions of  Theorem 6.1 being satisfied, if 2 E ~,  then )~N > 0 in the Jacobi case. 
6.2. Case N > 1 
The main aim of  this subsection is to prove that the boundary of  ~n corresponds to a nappe of 
an algebraic hypersurface of degree n (consequence of  Theorem 6.17), and that ~ contains a set of 
points 2 = (21,. . . ,2N) for which the 2i, i = 1, . . . ,N -  1 are not all nonnegative (Theorem 6.20). 
Let us assume that a(p, p)  > 0 Vp C ~n - {0}. Then the sequence of  Sobolev monic formal 
orthogonal polynomials {Si}7_o exists and is unique. Let S, be the vector of components So, $1,..., Sn. 
Then 
/~n T ^ ~- On,NSn, (62) 
where O,,N is a (n + 1) × (n + 1) lower triangular matrix whose elements are denoted by 0~,j with 
Oi, i = l, i = O,... ,n. 
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For any polynomials p and q E ~n, we have 
a(p,q) T T ~ (63) = Z On,uKn.NOn, UY , 
where /£,,u is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix containing elements equal to a(Si, Sj) for i, j = 0,... ,n. 
Therefore K,,N is the diagonal matrix whose elements are /~i,N = a(Si,&), i= O,...,n. 
From Eqs. (27) and (63) we get 
O,NK,NO,NT ~ = ~ 2,D,,N 1-I J-~,"-J K,~, 1-I J-J,"-J D,,N, (64) 
i=0 j=i j=i 
where b(n) = min(n,N). 
1 1 
I f  (Kn, N) ~ denotes the (n + 1) × (n + 1) diagonal matrix whose elements are  (;i,N) 5 , we can 
1 I 
remark that ((R,,N)5On, N)T(k,,N)50,,N is the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix in the right 
part of (64). Due to the particular properties of this matrix, we immediately get the following result. 
Theorem 6.10. {~nTN is a lower triangular band matrix with a width of band equal to N in the 
Laguerre case, 2N in the Jacobi and Gegenbauer cases. I f  the elements of this matrix are denoted 
by Oi, j, i, j = O, 1,...,n, then Oi,o = 0, i = 1,.. . ,n, O<E-N ~ 0 for E >>,N + 1. 
For the sake of simplicity, let us write (64) as 
b(n) 
T ~ 
{~n, xKn 'uon 'N  = Z 2iCn'i'N" 
i=0 
(65) 
Theorem 6.11. 
;O,N = ko = QO, N, 
[C,N = Q,,x(21,...,2b(,))___ for n>-l, (66) 
' Qn- l ,N(}q , . . . ,  2b(n -1) )  
where b(n)= min(n,N). Q,,x(21,...,2b(,)) is a polynomial in b(n) variables 21,...,2b(,) of total 
degree equal to n. 
Proof. We take the determinant of each part of (65). We get 
I e b(n) I rI det~ i~=o "~iCn'i'N =(det(~)n'N))2detKn'N =detkn'N = i=o ;i,N. 
Thus 
;n,N = 
det ( :~(70 ~~iCniN,, ) 
det E~(~-')2iC~ l iN (= _,,)' 
and (66) holds in setting 
Q~,N(2~ ....  ,2~(.)) =det  ~_2~C.,i,N • 
i=0 
(67) 
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Thanks to the Cauchy-Binet formula, it is clear that if n<<.N, Qn, N contains the monomial I-[Y=l 2]., 
and that if n>~N, Qn, N contains the monomial I-IN_~ 1 ~j2nX -N+I. [] 
Property 6.12. (i) 
Qn,N(~I,..., ~b( , ) - l ,  0 )  = Qn,N-l(21,..., )~b(n)- i  )- 
(ii) In Qn, N(21,. ,2b(n) ) the coefficient ^,c~n-b(n)+l lln-b(n) 2 .. uj ~b(n) is I l j=0  Pb(n)+j,N kjQb(n)--l,b(n)-I ()~1, • • ", '~b(n)--i ). 
(iii) In Q.,u(A1,--.,2b(.)) the homogeneous polynomial of degree n is 2~(n!)2Q._l,x_l(21,..., 
2b(.)-l), where 2i = 2~+~/21 for i>~ 1. 
Proof. (i) In this case, from (27), we get 
a(p,q)= ~ ,~iZTDn,N ( I-[ j--j,n--j gn, i J--j,n--j Dn,uy 
i=0 j=i \ j=i 
(b (n ) - - l (b (n ) - -2 )  T \  ij=" 
T E J-J,"-J K.,i =Z D.,N~_b(.)+,,n_b(n)+l(D.,N-l) -1 D.,N-, Z ~ i l  
i=0 
J- j ,n-j Dn, N-I (Vn,u-1)-lJ-b(~)+l,~-b(n)+lD~,NY. 
\ j=i 
The determinant of the matrix in the parentheses corresponds to Q.,N(2~ ..... 2b(n)-i ). 
1 
detJ-b(~)+l,.-b(n)+l = (n -- b(n) + 1)!" 
det(D.,N_,)_ldetD.,N = H Pi, N -- ~I (i)~N -- ~ ( i -N+1)"  
i=0 Pi, N--1 i=N (i)N--1 i=N 
This last expression is equal to 1 if n ~<N and to (n -  b(n)+ 1 )! if n ~>N. Thus part (i) of the result 
holds. 
(ii) The monomial ~n-b(.)+l -,b(.) can only be obtained from the diagonal of the determinant (67) and 
the corresponding cofactor is Qb(n)_l,b(n)_l(~l,...,~b(n)_l). Indeed the b(n)× b(n) leading principal 
minor corresponds to the b(n) first rows and columns of 
) Z 2iDn'N J- j ,n-j Kn, i J--j,n--j Dn,u. 
i=0 k j=i \ j=i 
Since Db(.)_ ~,X = Ob(n)- I.b(n)- 1, this minor becomes 
b(n)-- 1 f b(n)-2 ~T ( b(n)--2 ) 
Z ~iDb(n)-I,b(n)-l~ H ~-j,b(n)-l-jlKb(n)-l,i~ jHi a~ j,b(n)-l-j Ob(n)--l,b(n)--l, 
i=0 j=i I 
which is Qbo)--l,b(.)--l(21 ... .  ,2b(.)-~). This polynomial is multiplied by the successive coefficients of 
2b(~) in (67), that is to say I-[j:-~ (~) p~(n)+j, xkj. 
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(iii) The homogeneous polynomial of degree n is obtained from elements of ~0 ) ~.iCn,i,N in (67). 
Z ~iCn'i'N = ~lOn'N g-J'n-J Kn, l H g--j,n--j 
i=1 t \ j=l j : l  
i=2 j=" j=i 
= J.IDn,N VnDn, N. 
V. is a (n + 1 ) × (n + 1 ) matrix: 
(00) 
0 v + ' 
where V + is the following n x n matrix 
t ,__1-Io +-,,.-,-,) '<.-,.° o 
7 c )) .Of- Z ~i g--j,n--l--j Kn-l,i g--j,n--l--j • i=1 \ j=i \ j=i 
If Dn+u is the n × n matrix deduced from D.,N in cancelling the first row and first column, then 
(10 0 ) (~ 0) (1  0 ) 
XlDn'NVnDn'N = Xl Dn+ N V~ 0 Dn+ N " 
Therefore 
+ + + + --1 { 
)'lOn'NVn On'N = 21D"'ND"-I'N-I tOn-l'N-1 Z ~i g-j,n--l-j Kn-l,i 
i=0 \ j=i 
(b n, 2 ) )1+  68, H ~5-J'n-l-J D.-I,N-1 Dn_I,N_IDn,N, 
j=t 
n 2 ~ ., with )~0 = 1. The determinant of Eq. (68) corresponds to 21(n! ) Qn_I,N_I(~I,.. ~b(n)-l), since det 
n 
D,+,N detD~ll,N-l- = I-Ii=1Pi, N/Pi-I,N--I. [] 
Theorem 6.13. Except hi the Gegenbauer case, the polynomials Qn,N are irreducible for N >>. 1 and 
l~n<<.N. 
Proof. The degree in J'n is only 1 in On,N. Moreover Qn,N contains the monomial H~=I 2/. Thus, if 
Q,,N can be factorized 
Q.,N = qQ~, (69) 
then 2n belongs to one factor only. 
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(i) Let us begin to prove that Qn,N can  not be factorized by a polynomial q of total degree equal 
to 1 and containing 2.. Expanding the determinant in Eq. (67) with respect to the last row and 
denoting by ~=0 2~C,,t,x(i,j), i , j  = O,. . . ,n the elements of the matrix ~i~0 2iC,,i,u, we get 
Qn, N = 2iC,,i,N(n,n Qn-I,N + A, 
where A= Z~-l' (~i~o I 2iCn, g,N(n,j)) * corresponding cofactor (n,j). A is not reduced to zero. Indeed 
A contains the monomial C.,.-2.x(n,n-- 1,'~23._2,,j=1rT"-3 2j. It is the only one containing 23._2 1-1~ -3 2j. 
Moreover Cn,n-2,N(n, n--1) ¢ 0. Due to the properties of factorization, used in Property 6.12, Cn,.-2,U 
(n,n -- 1) ¢ 0 is equivalent to C.,._2,.(n,n - 1) ¢ 0. Since C.,.-2,. =D.,.(J-.+1,1)v(J-.+z,z)VK.,.-2 
J-n+Z,Z~-n+l,lDn,n, it is easy to get the expression of Cn,n_z,n(n,n - 1): 
n!(n - 1)!kl in the Laguerre case, 
C.,._2,.(n, n - 1) = n!(n - 1)!2(~ - fl)kl in the Jacobi case. 
(2 + ~ +f l ) (4 + 7 + r )  
Hence, if ~ ¢ r, this coefficient is also different from zero in the Jacobi case. A and Qn-l,U do not 
depend on 2.. Thus Qn-I,x = Q*. Qn-I,N contains the monomial I-[j~-i ~ 2j and A does not contain this 
monomial which is only obtained by product of diagonal elements. Therefore A can not be factorized 
by Qn-I,N. Hence the factorization (69) is impossible. 
(ii) Now let us prove that if Q.,N can be factorized by a polynomial q of degree strictly greater 
than 1 containing 2., we can deduce that there exits k E ~d, 2~<k <n,  such that Qk, N can  be 
factorized by a polynomial of degree 1 containing 2~. 
q can be written as q = 2. p + r with r independent of 2. and deg p = deg q - 1/> 1. Indeed deg Q~ = 
n -degq.  Q.,N=2.pQ~+rQ~ and 2.pQ~ must contain rI~=~ 2j. Hence pQ*=Cn,n,u(n,n)Qn-t,x and 
therefore Q.-1,x can be factorized. The degree in 2._~ is only 1 in Qn-I,N and Q.-1,N contains the 
monomial H~-~  2/. Thus 2._~ belongs to p or to Q~. Let us denote by q the polynomial containing 
2._1 and by Q~_ l the other. 
If degree of q = 1, Part (i) gives us the result. 
If degree of q > 1, we restart he study with Qn-l,X and the variable 2._1 like in Part (ii). Since 
the degree of polynomials decreases in the decomposition, a polynomial q of degree 1 will finally 
be obtained in a factorization Qk, N = q Q~ with k ~>2, and q containing 2k. Thus Part (i) will give 
the result. [] 
Remark that Q1,N(21 ) is the only irreducible polynomial in the Gegenbauer case. Indeed we have 
~.,N(i, i + 2j + 1 )= 0 Vi, j in (65). Therefore, applying the same process as the one used for obtain- 
ing JF~I and JI~l in Section 6.1, it is clear that any polynomial Q.,N(21 . . . . .  2b(n)) is reducible, 
except QI,N(21 ). 
Theorem 6.14. In the Laguerre and Jacobi (with c~ ~ r) cases, for 2<<.N < n, if Qn,N(21,...,2N) 
is reducible, then Q.,N--1(21 . . . . .  2N--~) is reducible. 
Proof. A factorization 
Q.,N (2~ . . . . .  2N) = q(21 ... .  ,2N)Q* (21 . . . . .  2N) (70) 
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can also be written as 
(ANq(A1,.-.,)~N) "~- q(A~,..., ~N-1 ))(ANOS(A1,.-.,/~N) ~- Q*()~l,--., )~N-1 )). 
Hence, from Property 6.12(i) we have 
q(A1 . . . .  , ~N-1 )Q*(~, . . . ,  ~N-1 ) ~- Qn,N- l ( )q , . . . ,  ~N-1 ). (71) 
The two previous relations imply that 
if ~ ~ 0, then deg(J.N~(A1,..., AN)) = deg(q(21 .... , AN-l)), 
if 0~ ~ 0, then deg(2N0~(21,..., 2N)) = deg(Q*(2~ . . . . .  2N-~)). 
Because of the symmetric part played by the two polynomials of the factorization (70), it is 
sufficient o study the two cases ~ = 0 and ~ ~ 0 only. 
If ~=0,  and since degq>~l, then q(A1 . . . . .  AN-I) is a factor of QN-1,N-I(AI,...2N-1) which is 
the coefficient of A~v -N÷I, apart from a constant multiplicative factor (see Property 6.12(ii)). Since 
QN-I,N-I(A1 . . . .  ,AN_l) is reducible, we have q(~l, . . . , )~N-l )= QN-I,N--I(,~I,...,AN--1), apart from a 
constant multiplicative factor. Hence Qn,N-I(AI  . . . .  , AN-1 ) = QN--I,N--I(21 . . . . .  AN-1)Q~(AI,...,/~N--I ).
If ~ ¢ 0, then, since degq(A1,...,Au_~)~>l, the factorization of Qn, N-I(A1,...,AN-1) holds (see 
(71)). [] 
Corollary 6.15. In the Laguerre and Jacobi (with ~ ¢ [3) cases, for N > 2 and n > N, i f  
Qn,N(AI . . . .  ,AN) is reducible, then Q,,2(21,A2) is reducible. 
Conjecture 6.16. In the Laguerre and Jacobi (with ~ ~ fl) cases, Qn,Z()~I,A2) is irreducible, Vn~ 1. 
Let us write Qn,N as a polynomial in i~b(n), the coefficients of this polynomial depending on 
21,...,Ab(,)-l. This polynomial will be denoted by Q,,N(Ab(,)) and we will give some properties 
about the zeros of Qn, N(Ab(n)). 
~(n) .,  b (n )  q- 1, o f  Qn,N(~b(n)) Theorem 6.17. V(21,...,2b(,)_l) E ~b(n)-l, the zeros "~b(,),i, i = 1,.. n -- 
are real. Moreover i f  n > N, these zeros are separated by those of  Qn-I,N(AN), that is to say, i f  
2(,)~(n) i=  1,. ,n -N ,  then N,i ~" "~N,i+l, • • 
A ( n )  ](n-- 1) ,~ ~(n) (n--l) ](n--l) ~](n) N,1 ~ "ON, I ~ "~N,2 ~ 2N,2 ~ " " " ~ "~N,n--U ~ "~U,n--U+l" (72) 
ProoL If n<,N, and if (21,...,2b(n)-l) E ~b(n)-l, then ;i,N > 0 for i< ,b(n) -  1. Thanks to (66), we 
have Qi, u(,~l . . . .  ,2 i )>0 for i<<,b(n)- 1. The monomial ,~b(,)Cb(n),b(n)~(b(n),b(n))Qb(n)-l,N 
(21,... ,2b(n)-l) is the only one containing ~-b(n). Thus the property holds. 
If n > N, let us begin to transform the matrix ~N=0 •iCn, i,N thanks to a diagonal matrix T,,N 
defined by 
1 for i=0 , . . . ,N -  1, 
Tn,u( i , i )  = 1 
v/Cn, N,N(i ' i )  for i~N.  
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Let us denote by Qn the (n + 1 ) × (n + 1 ) transformed matrix 
Qn = Tn,N ~iCn, i,N Tn, N. 
We will give the following block structure to Q, 
B~ Gn + 2uI ' 
where {)U-1 (resp. G.) is an N x N (resp. (n -N+ 1)x (n -N+ 1)) symmetric matrix independent 
of 2N, and Bn is an N x (n - N + 1 ) matrix. Using the elements of the block structure of {)._1, we 
can also write {)n as 
On = BT-I an-lAf-~'N I U • 
U y V T gn q- "~N 
Using the Schur complement (see [6]), this new form of 0n has the following decomposition: 
, 0!)(0 0 0n = T I Wn Bn_ l (ON_ l )  -1 
uT(0N_ 1) -1 0 \ 
with 
( Bn-I(QN-I)- IBn-1+2NI ) -- V -  Bn_ I (QN_I )  u Wn = Gn-1 T - T ~ --1 
_ gn - u (ON_ )-lu + " 
Since 
( 1 f ( 1 ) z 
Qn,N= detTn, N detQn= detTn,N det0N-ldetW"' 
it is clear that det Wn is the characteristic polynomial (in --AN) of a symmetric matrix. Therefore 
the zeros 2~I, i = 1,... ,n -N  + 1, are real. Moreover Q,-1,N corresponds to the leading principal 
minor of order n -  N of this symmetric matrix. Thus (72) holds (see [14] p. 103). [] 
Qn,g(21,..., 2b(n))----0 is the equation of an algebraic hypersurface in ~N. Remark that the cancella- 
tion of the homogeneous polynomial of higher degree in Qn,u(,~l . . . . .  "~b(n)) (see Property 6.12) gives 
the asymptotic directions of this algebraic hypersurface. Let us denote by ~,(21,. . . ,  2b(n~) the nappe 
corresponding to the largest zero of Qn,N()Lb(n)) when (21,...,2b~n)-l) E ~b(n)-l. If 2b(n) is greater 
than (resp. greater than or equal to) this largest zero, we will denote the corresponding domain by 
the notation ~n(21,...,  2b(n~) > 0 (resp. ~n(21 . . . . .  2b(n)) >~0). From (66), (38) and Theorem 6.17, it 
is clear that, Vn ~> 1 
Remark that the nappe ~n(21 .... ,2b(,)) = 0 is in ~-n-1(2~,..., 2b(n- 1)) >~ 0. 
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Corollary 6.18. 
~---- {2 E ~x nlimoOZ-an(21,...,AN)> 0}.  
Property 6.19. ~n is a convex domain. 
Proof. For a given 2 E ~, ,  let us denote by a~ the corresponding bilinear functional (2). 
If 2 and 2 E ~n, for any 2*= p2 + (1 -p),~, with 0~<p~<l, we have a~. = pa). + (1 -p)a~?. 
Therefore 2* E ~, .  [] 
For concluding this subsection we will prove that ~ can not be reduced to the domain with 
2~ > 0, Vi. 
Let us denote by ~+ (resp. ~+) the domain of ~b(n) 
~+ = {2 E ~b(,), 2 = (21,...,2b(,)) [ 2i > 0, i=  1,...,b(n)}, 
-+  
(resp. ~ ,  = {2 E ~b(,), 2 = (21 .... ,2b(,~)[2i/>0, i=  1,...,b(n)}). 
Of course, if 2 E ~+, Q.,N(J.1,...,2b(.)) > O. 
Theorem 6.20. ~ \ ~v  is non-empty. 
-+  
Proof. (i) Let us begin to prove that ~n \ ~n is non-empty for n ~<N. This property is satisfied by 
~1 = {21 E E, 21 > --#1,1). Q~,N(21,...,2,) is a polynomial of degree 1 in the variable 2, which 
can be written as 
Q,,N(2,,..., 2,) = (n!)2k0Q,_l,,_,(2,,..., 2 _1 )2, + Qn, N-,(2, , . . . ,  )~n-1 ) 
from Property 6.12(i) and (ii). The zero of Q,,N will be denoted by 2°(2), where ~. = (21,... ,2,_1 ). 
-+  
Q,-1,,-1(21,...,2,-1) > 0 if ,~ E ~,-1.  Moreover, if the property (~, - i  \ ~ , - t  is non-empty) is 
-+  
assumed to be true, then Q,-1,,-1(21 . . . . .  2n-l) > 0 for 2 E ~,-1 \ ~n- l "  
Using the assumption of recurrence at the rank n - 1 and thanks to the proof of parts ii) and iii) of 
this theorem which are satisfied when N = n -  1, it is clear that ~n - ÷ \~n- i  is non-empty. ~ is defined 
-÷  -+ 
by ~,={2 E ~n-1 [ f f , (21, . . . ,2,_ ,)  > 0}. Thus, i f2  E ~,-1,  then 2°,(,~) < 0. I f2  E ~,  \ @,-1, 
then 2°(2) < 0, and i f2  E ~,-1 \~ , ,  then 2°()~) > 0, where ~,={2 E W -1 [ ~-,(21 ... .  ,2n_1)~>0}. 
Therefore ~,  \ ~+ is non,empty. 
(ii) Let us denote by 2E~ N-I of components 21,.-.,2N-1, any point in ~N--1- Thus 
QN_I,N_I(~I,. . . ,~N_I) > O. 
On the other hand let us consider 2 E ~x such that 2=(2,2N). From Theorem 6.17, the zeros of 
Q,,N (n >>.N), considered as a polynomial in the variable AN, are real. The largest one corresponds 
to ff ,(21,. . . ,  ~N--I, AN). 
For showing that ~ \ - + ~X is non empty, it is sufficient o prove that the zeros of Qn, N are  bounded, 
Vn, when 2 E ~N-~ with 112l]~ bounded. Since these zeros are linked with the eigenvalues of a part 
of the matrix Q, defined in the proof of Theorem 6.17, and since Qn is a band matrix of half width 
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N or 2N, it is sufficient o prove that all the elements of the rows of Qn are bounded Vn. Thanks 
to the Gerschgorin disks, the eigenvalues will be bounded. 
(iii) Finally let us prove by recurrence on N that the elements of 
Q.,N = ~ 2,T.,ND..N J_,,._, K.,~ I - I  J--j,n--j Dn, NTn, N 
i=0 \ j=i j=i 
are bounded. 
For N-  1, thanks to Eq. (32), 
On,l ,, c. ,, -- , , T  (ko jnO ) = T,,ID,,I_Co, nK.,o_go,,Dn,1T.,,I = . 
In Property 5.2 we have already used the fact that all the elements of J. are bounded Vn. Let us 
assume that 
. ,  ) 
i=0 j=  x, j=i 
has all its bounded elements Vn. Then 
On,N T ~ ^ T = ,.~n,NQn,N_I,.~n,N "q- ,~N_ITn,NDn,NJ_N+I,n_N+IKn,N_I,CC_N+I,n_N+IDn,NTn, N, 
where £~On,N -1 -1 = Tn, N_ID.,N_lJ_N+I,._N+ID.,NTn,N. 
Since C.,N,N = D.,NK.,ND.,N, then 
(°'o" o ) D~ NTnN ~- l 
' ' (K . -N ,O) -2  
Like in Eq. (32) we obtain [ 0N-1 0 
T ~ 0 
Tn,NDn,N~_N+I,n_N+IKn,N_16~_N+I,n_N+IDn, NT N = . 0 k 0 
0 Jn -N+l  
where 0X-1 is the (N-  1 ) x (N-  1 ) zero matrix. Thus this matrix has all his bounded elements Vn. 
Finally let us prove that ~,~°,,N has all its bounded elements Vn. Indeed we have 
Tn,NDn, N JT--N+I,n--N+I Tn_l_l Tn?I_ l J -N+I,n-N+IDn,N Tn,N, 
which is a Cholesky decomposition of a band matrix having the following structure 
~N 
~"N Jn-N+l 
Thus Tn_I_I~_N+I,n_N+IDn, NTn,N is a matrix having all its bounded elements, and a fortiori 
--1 --1 --1 Dn, N_ !Tn,N_lj_N+I,n_N+IDn,NTn,N, since D,,N_ 1 is a diagonal matrix whose the elements -~ Pi, N, defined 
from Eqs. (19) and (20), tend to 0 when n tends to infinity. 
Therefore {)n,N-~ which has all its bounded elements, is multiplied on the left and on the fight 
by a matrix which also has all its bounded elements. Thus the result holds. [] 
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Finally, when N ~>2, another more general inequalities can be deduced from the points 2 on the 
boundary of every domain ~, .  Indeed any point 2 of this boundary gives a definition of the bilinear 
functional a in such a way that 
N 
a(p,p)= ~--~ mC(p(m),p(m))~O Vp E ~n, 
m=0 
and at least one component 2m, m = 1,.. . ,N, is negative. 
7. Posit iv ity o f  a in HN(O, #) × HN(O; #) 
Let a be a bilinear functional (2) obtained with 2 E 9.  Thus a is positive definite on ~ × ~.  In 
the following theorem we will prove that a is positive definite on HN(f2; #) × HN(f2; #). 
Theorem 7.1. I f  a is positive definite on ~ x ~, then 
(i) a is positive definite on HN(O; #) × HN(O; #), 
(ii) the sequence {S,},~>0 is closed in HN(f2; #) with the inner product a. 
Proof. The sequence {P,},~>0 is closed in L2(f2; #) with the inner product c. 
d j(a) Let us begin to prove that the sequences {FxjRn}~>~j, j = O, 1,. . . ,N are sequences closed in 
L2(~2, #) with the inner product c. 
From (25) and using the set of relations, corresponding to the n + 1 - N last components of/~,, 
which have a regular matrix, it is possible to write any Pk as a finite linear combination of the 
d~jRl's. 
Since Vf  C L2(O; #), 3{P,},>~0 wi th /5  ~i=0 f i i such that l im,_~c(P, f , /3  f )  = 0, and 
s ince/5 can be written as ~i"--0 J~ di i.j-d-~Tx;Ri+j thanks to the remark above, the desired property holds. 
(b) Now we prove that the sequence {R,},>~0 is a sequence closed in HN(f2; #) with the inner 
product s. 
From (a), V f  E HN(f2; #), we have for a fixed integer j (1 <<.j<<.N) 
^ d j 
f(J) = ~ fi-~xjRi, (73) 
i>~j 
d jwith c(f(J), f(J)) = ~i>>.j ~>>.j Z J°e c ('~xJ Ri' d~ R{) ( -[- OQ. 
In ~'(f2), space of distributions, we have a primitive of f(J) given by the integration term by 
term of the series (73): 
- ( j - l )  ~ ^ d j-1 
f = L Ld-~- IR i '  
i)j 
where the primitives are taken in the distribution sense. Let us prove that jT(J-~) 
to say that 
// d J - I  d J - I  "~ 
i>~j (>~j 
C L2(g2; #), that is 
(74) 
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Let /~ (resp. fi) be the vector of infinite size, of components R;, i>~0 (resp. ~., i~>0), with the 
convention that ~ = 0, for i < j. Eq. (26) will be used with matrices of infinite size 
) = F D~,N J _<~ K~,j J - f ,~  D~,NF, 
and let us write c( f ( s ) , f  (j)) as I-L>0 ~2k~ • ~ corresponds to the ( j  + 1 + i)th component of the 
( VIN-1 J_~ ~)D~ NF. vector t ~g=j , , 
c(j 2(j-~), )~(J-')) can be written as ~i> 0 ,~k~. If ~_j,~ (resp. O_j+~,o~ ) denotes the vector of infinite 
size of components ~, i i> - j  (resp. q~, i ~> - j  + 1) with the convention that components with a 
strictly negative index are zero, we have 
O--j+l,oc = ~--j+l,e~--j,e<~- 
In fact we can assume that 
EE lillf, I ¢/dj dJ' \ 
i>~j [bj 
It is true for j = N, since we have 
c(f(N), f(N)) = 
(75) 
d N d N 
i>~N {>~U ~xNR{)  
^2 2 
E f i  ((i)u) ki-N < ~- (X3. 
i>~N 
It will be proved that Eq. (74) is also satisfied when all its elements are replaced by their absolute 
~(a) . (a) 
value. We will denote by ~-jo~ of components ?{a) i~> - - j  (resp. ^ (a) of components qi , , "~l ~ ¢l--j+l,oo 
i~> - j  + 1), the vector corresponding to the left part of (76) (resp. (74)) in which all the elements 
are replaced by their absolute value. 
In the Laguerre case, from Eq. (75) we have 
Z(?]la))2ki=i~o Ei~O t~-~ -t- %i+1) l'~i+l" 
Using the classical inequality (a + b) 2 ~<2(a 2 + b 2) and ki+l = (i + 1)(i + 1 + 7)~, we get 
E (ql~))2kg ~<2 E (¢I~))2ki (i + 1 + c~) 
i>0 i>0 i + 1 + 2 ~ (~l~))2ki. (77) 
i~>l 
Of course 
(i+l+~)~<B withB={l+" if~>0, 
i+ l  1 if -1  <c~<0. 
Therefore Eq. (77) is overestimated by 2(B + 1)~/>0(~la))2k~ < oc. 
In the Jacobi case the elements of J -s+l ,~ have to be replaced by their absolute value. Then 
using Eqs. (17) and (75) we get 
(~ la)  ~ X' a) ~2 
¢};)2i ki+l, (78) E (?]la))2ki = E t ~ -~ ~i+1%i+1 -I- Yi+l 
i~>0 i~>0 Y 
< + oo. (76) 
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where 
- 
~h+~ = (2i + 2 + ~ + fl)(2i + 4 + 7 + fl)' 
(79) 
4(i + 2)(i + 2 + cQ(i + 2 + r )  
v i+x=(2 i+3+~+f l ) (2 i+4+~+f l )z (2 i+5+~+f l ) -  
Moreover, 
k,+l 4(i + 1 )(i + 1 + ~)(i + 1 + fl)(i + 1 + c~ + ,6) 
ki - 09i+1 = (2i + 1 + ~ + fl)(2i + 2 + ~ + fl)2(2i + 3 + ~ + fl)" (80) 
Using the classical inequality (a + b + c) 2 ~<3(a 2 + b 2 + c 2) and Eq. (80), Eq. (78) becomes: 
- -  k%i+l ]  U i+ l t~ i+ l  i~>O ~ki>/O ~'t + 1)2 + Z i>~O "JI-Z~i+21"%i+2]r~i+2) i>~O 
From (79) to (80) it is clear that o~,+, a~+ l and '~÷' have a constant finite upper bound, Vi. Therefore 
(a)  2 ~']~i>~O(Fli ) ki < + oo. 
C" ~( j - - l )  ~ . . ( j - - l ) .  Thus we can conclude in both cases that ( J  , ) '  ) < + oc. 
Since f ( j -1) ,  which also is a primitive of  f( J) ,  belongs to L2(f2; #), it can be written as 
dJ-1 R 
f, dxJ_--- 7 i. i~j--I 
We can deduce that j 2~j-1) - f ( J -1)  which is the difference of  two primitives of  f( J) ,  is a constant 
d j - I  D which can be written in a unique way as gj_lav_,,v_l. Therefore J] = j2/ for i>.j and gj- i  = f j -1-  
d" We can conclude that f (m)= ~i>mffi_~R i is in L2((2;#), m = 0, 1 . . . .  ,N. Then the sequence 
{Ri}i>~0 is closed in HN((2;#) with the inner product s. Indeed, for f E HN(~2;#) there exists 
n d m ~ 
a sequence {/~,},>0 (/?, = ~ j=0f jR j )  such that l im,~[Ih~-~R, - f (m) l l  = 0, m = 0 , . . . ,N .  Thus 
N d m ~ f(m) l im.~ IIR. - f l ls 2 = l im.~ ~m=0 IId--~ R, -- [I 2 = 0. 
(C) Let us prove that the sequence {S.}.>0 is a sequence closed in HN(Q;#)  with the inner 
product s. 
Using (62), the proof of this property is exactly the same as the one in (a). 
(d) The end of the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 6 in [5]. By the same way it can 
n ~ S be proved that, Vf  E HU(f2;#) ,a( f , f )  is the limit of  a (Q . ,0 . )  where Q. ~i=of i  i and that 
~2 
a( f , f )  = ~>~ofia(Si, Si) > 0, V f  E HN(f2; #) -- {0}. 
Therefore the results (i) and (ii) hold. [] 
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